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Dissertation Director: Professor Nanjoo Suh

Breast cancer is a heterogeneous disease categorized into multiple subtypes, including luminal, HER2-positive and basal-like subtypes, which exhibit distinct gene signatures and clinical outcomes. Basal-like breast cancer has the worst prognosis among these subtypes and has no clinically approved targeted therapy. While HER2-targeting therapy with a humanized HER2 monoclonal antibody markedly improved the prognosis of HER2-positive breast cancer, the de novo and acquired resistance against the antibody has emerged as a new challenge for patients with HER2-positive breast cancer.

MCF10 cell lines, a human breast cancer progression model representing the basal-like breast cancer subtype, were employed to identify key proteins involved in different stages of mammary tumorigenesis. Increased levels of IGF-IR, cyclin D1 and c-Myc were associated with HRAS-driven transformation. Higher levels of pErk, pAkt, STAT3 and Pak4 contribute to tumorigenicity in vivo, whereas CD44, HER2, COX-2 and Smad4 may be involved in the breast cancer progression.

The MCF10DCIS.com cells, one of the MCF10 cell lines, highly express a breast cancer stem cell marker, CD44. A Gemini vitamin D analog BXL0124 markedly repressed the CD44
protein level and the growth of MCF10DCIS.com xenograft tumors. CD44 overexpression was correlated with invasive phenotype in MCF10DCIS.com cells, and the repression of CD44 by BXL0124 contributed to the inhibition of cell invasion. STAT3, which interacts directly with CD44, was identified as a key downstream signaling molecule affected by BXL0124 in MCF10DCIS.com cells. The CD44 knockdown study supported the critical role of CD44-STAT3 signaling in the invasive potential of MCF10DCIS.com cells *in vitro* and *in vivo*.

The anti-cancer effects of BXL0124 and a synthetic triterpenoid CDDO-Im on HER2-positive breast cancer were tested in MMTV-HER2/neu transgenic mice. BXL0124, CDDO-Im and their combination delayed the development of mammary tumors and markedly inhibited the activation of HER2 and EGFR as well as their downstream molecules, such as Erk, Src and c-Myc in MMTV-HER2/neu mammary tumors.

In conclusion, we demonstrated therapeutic potential of Gemini vitamin D analog BXL0124 targeting CD44-STAT3 signaling in basal-like breast cancer. In addition, we found anti-cancer activities of BXL0124 and CDDO-Im in HER2-positive breast cancer and potentially additive effects of their combination.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Breast cancer

Breast cancer is the most common cancer and the second leading cause of cancer-related death among women in America [1]. Approximately 1 in 8 women in America will develop invasive breast cancer over their lifetime [1]. At the pathological and molecular level, breast cancer has been recognized as strikingly heterogeneous diseases [2,3]. According to pathological evaluation, breast cancer has been divided into several types, invasive ductal carcinoma and invasive lobular carcinoma as well as inflammatory breast cancer in rare cases [2,4]. In addition to pathological classification, based on gene expression patterns, breast cancer has been classified into luminal A, luminal B, HER2-positive and basal-like subtypes [3,5,6]. Moreover, each subtype has distinct gene expression profiles and is associated with different clinical outcome and selective sensitivity to anti-cancer therapies [3,7,8].

1.1.1 Luminal breast cancer and therapies

Luminal breast cancers, which express estrogen receptor (ER) and luminal cytokeratin 8/18, are the most common subtype of breast cancer and account for 60-70% of invasive breast cancer cases [9,10,11]. Luminal breast cancers can be further divided into luminal A [ER⁺ or progesterone receptor (PR)⁺ and human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2⁻)] and luminal B (ER⁺ or PR⁺ and HER2⁺). Although both luminal A and luminal B breast cancers express ER, luminal B breast cancers display poor differentiation, higher histologic grades and higher expression of proliferative genes such as CCNB1 (encoding cyclin B1), MKI67 (encoding Ki-67) and MYBL2 (encoding Myb-related protein B) than luminal A breast cancers [5,12,13]. In
general, patients with luminal breast cancer show better prognosis than patients with all other subtypes of breast cancers [10]. Patients with luminal breast cancer typically receive endocrine therapies with selective estrogen receptor modulators (SERM) and aromatase inhibitors for premenopausal and postmenopausal women, respectively [14]. Among the two subtypes of luminal breast cancers, luminal B subtype has significantly poorer outcome and a higher chance of being resistant to endocrine therapy than luminal A subtype [15]. Moreover, the luminal B breast tumors with resistance to endocrine therapies are less responsive to chemotherapies in many cases, urging the development of new drugs targeting those endocrine therapy-refractory luminal B breast tumors [8,16].

The endocrine therapies have been important systemic therapies to treat the cancer patients with ER-positive tumors [17]. Tamoxifen, an antagonist of ER which binds to ER and blocks the function of ER, has been the first-line treatment for both early and advanced ER-positive breast cancer patients [18]. Moreover, several clinical trials found that tamoxifen reduced the incidence of ER-positive breast cancer, functioning as a preventive agent for women with high risk of breast cancer [19,20,21]. In the treatment for advanced breast cancer, half of patients exhibit de novo resistance to tamoxifen, but many patients who respond to tamoxifen eventually develop resistance [18]. Moreover, tamoxifen has ER-agonistic effects on other tissues including bone, liver and uterus, causing increased risk of side effects, such as endometrial cancer and thromboembolic disease [22]. Another treatment option for ER-positive breast cancers is the use of aromatase inhibitors, such as aminogluthethimide and 4-hydroxyandrostenedione, which repress the activity of cytochrome p450 enzyme aromatase to reduce circulating estradiol levels [22,23]. With a series of improvements, now the third-generation of aromatase inhibitors, such as anastrozole, letrozole and exemestane, show high selectivity to aromatase enzyme and significantly suppress plasma estradiol level by 85-92% [22,23]. However, in patients with advanced breast cancer, the response rates to aromatase inhibitors are just slightly higher than to
tamoxifen, and many patients also exhibit *de novo* and acquired resistance to aromatase inhibitors [22]. Particularly for luminal B subtype, the activation of HER2 signaling has been one of the mechanisms of resistance, and combination of HER2 targeted therapies has been utilized to overcome the endocrine therapy resistance [24]. A steroidal analogue of estradiol, fulvestrant, was developed to provide specific ER-antagonistic effects without agonistic effects and showed potent anti-cancer activity on ER-positive breast cancer in many preclinical studies [25,26,27,28]. However, in the clinical studies, fulvestrant showed extremely poor bioavailability, leading to a failure of clinical studies [29]. The development of many steroidal analogues of estradiol is undergoing to achieve better bioavailability [29].

1.1.2 HER2-positive breast cancer and therapies

HER2 (also known as ErbB-2) is a transmembrane receptor tyrosine kinase which has been shown to be overexpressed in 20-30% of invasive breast cancer cases [30]. The breast tumors with HER2 overexpression show high histologic grade and elevated growth rate [31]. The patients with HER2-overexpressing tumors develop early systemic metastasis and have decreased rates of disease-free and overall survival as compared to patients without HER2 overexpression [31]. The aberrant activation of Ras-MAPK and Akt-mTOR signaling has been identified as key biological features in HER2-driven breast tumor [32]. Currently, trastuzumab (Herceptin, a humanized monoclonal antibody binding to HER2) and lapatinib (Tykerb, a small-molecule inhibitor of HER2 tyrosine kinase activity) have been utilized as typical therapeutic options for the patient with HER2-positive breast tumors [33]. Since the therapeutics are selectively effective for the HER2 overexpressing breast tumors, diagnostic tests, such as immunohistochemistry to detect protein overexpression or in situ hybridization to detect gene amplification, are conducted to determine HER2 overexpression in patients before drug treatment [34].
For metastatic HER2-positive breast cancer, trastuzumab has been part of the standard of care, and the combination of trastuzumab with chemotherapies has significantly improved median overall survival of patients [35]. However, about half of patient with HER2-positive breast cancer did not exhibit objective response with trastuzumab, indicating *de novo* resistance to trastuzumab [35]. In addition, many patients who showed objective response acquired resistance over the trastuzumab treatment and developed disease progression [35]. Loss of function of the phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN) and activating mutations of PI3K which lead constitutive activation of PI3K signaling have been reported as the mechanisms of trastuzumab resistance [36]. Another mechanism of resistance to trastuzumab is the accumulation of a truncated form of HER2 receptor (p95-HER2), which is constitutively active [37]. Lapatinib, a reversible, ATP-competitive inhibitor of HER2 and EGFR tyrosine kinase, was developed to treat trastuzumab-resistant breast cancer patients [38]. However, treatment of lapatinib or trastuzumab-refractory patients also exhibited *de novo* and acquired resistance to lapatinib [39]. The combination treatment of trastuzumab with other HER2 targeting antibodies such as pertuzumab significantly improved complete response rate of HER2-positive patients than a single treatment of trastuzumab [40]. The combination of trastuzumab with downstream pathway inhibitors or inhibitors for other receptors, such as Met receptor and IGF1R, are ongoing investigations in preclinical studies as a new approach to overcome trastuzumab resistance [41,42,43].

1.1.3 Basal-like breast cancer and therapies

Basal-like breast cancer exhibits gene expression profile similar to basal/myoepithelial cells including cytokeratin 5, cytokeratin 17 and EGFR [3,12]. Most of the basal-like breast cancers are negative for ER and HER2, conferring *de novo* resistance to endocrine and HER2-targeted therapies [44]. Basal-like breast cancer comprises approximately 15% of all invasive
breast cancers, and majority of basal-like breast cancer has high histologic grade [44,45]. More than 75% of breast cancer patients carrying BRCA1 mutation have a basal-like phenotype, indicating BRCA1 as an important basal-like breast cancer susceptibility gene [44]. Mutations in TP53 are also frequent (44-82%), which lead to defect of cell cycle check points and genome instability in basal-like breast cancer [3,45,46]. Among different subtypes, basal-like subtype has the worst prognosis, and majority of basal-like breast cancer patients are at high risk for early relapse within first 2-5 years after treatment [47,48].

Without validated molecular targets, the conventional chemotherapies have been the only therapeutic option for patients with basal-like breast tumors, and no standard regimen has been established [8,45,49]. EGFR and c-kit, which are expressed in a high proportion of basal-like breast cancers, have been emerged as potential therapeutic targets [50,51]. For the basal-like breast cancers carrying BRCA1 mutation, platinum-based chemotherapies or poly ADP ribose polymerase (PARP) inhibitor have been investigated as targeted therapies [52]. In addition to the development of potential targeted therapies, recently there has been accumulating evidence that basal-like subtype might not be a single entity but rather groups of different breast cancers sharing basal-like gene signatures [48]. Therefore, identification of distinct subgroups within basal-like breast cancers might be one of the new directions of research for basal-like breast cancers [45,48].

1.2. The preclinical models of breast cancer

Preclinical studies have been invaluable for improvement of our understandings on cancer biology and development of anti-cancer therapeutics. With the complex and heterogeneous nature of breast cancers, variety of preclinical models have been developed, including in vitro human breast cancer cell lines, in vivo xenograft animal models, carcinogen-induced tumor
models and transgenic mouse models [53]. Although each of preclinical models has different limitations in terms of recapitulating human breast cancer, using multiple models may provide a powerful tool to investigate human breast cancer.

### 1.2.1 Human breast cancer cell lines

Breast cancer cell lines have been widely used in the preclinical studies to investigate the biology of breast cancer and to develop new therapeutics [53]. Breast cancer cell lines are inexpensive and easy to maintain, and the experimental condition is easy to control, yielding reproducible and quantifiable results [53]. There are wide ranges of well-defined assay tools for the biology of breast cancer cell lines [53]. The characteristics of each breast cancer cell line are well-established, providing selective options depending on the purpose of study [54,55]. Major limitation is the obvious difference between cell culture system and microenvironment of human breast tissue [56]. The apical-basal polarity of cells and the capability of cells to form functional structures in vivo cannot be replicated in the cell culture system [56]. In addition, establishing the model to elucidate complex multicellular interaction is practically difficult in the cell culture system [53]. The 3D culture system with a reconstituted basement membrane matrix and coculture system with stromal or immune cells have been developed to make up the shortcoming of common cell culture system [53,56]. With the recent discovery of human breast cancer subtypes, the panels of human breast cancer cell lines that represent each subtype has been very useful to investigate the biological responses among different subtypes upon the anti-cancer drug treatments [54,55].
1.2.2 Xenograft animal models

In xenograft animal models, human breast cancer cells are subcutaneously or orthotopically transplanted into immunodeficient mice allowing the investigation of human breast cancer cell biology in the in vivo environment [57]. As preclinical models, the xenograft animal models have been extensively utilized to develop and screen anti-cancer drugs [57]. Although the xenograft animal models provide convenient in vivo tools, there are some limitations to elucidate the interactions between tumor cells and microenvironment happening in human breast cancer. In many cases of xenograft tumors, the stromal cells do not involve as much as in human breast cancer [58]. In addition, the different species origin of epithelial human cancer cells and mouse stromal cells may have significant impacts on the properties of xenograft tumors [58]. Interestingly, some breast cancer cell lines such as MCF10DCIS.com and SUM225 cells demonstrated significant infiltration of stromal cells and spontaneous progression of xenograft tumors from DCIS to invasive breast cancer, replicating the properties of human breast cancer [59,60,61]. Another limitation of the xenograft animal model is the lack of immune systems against the tumor cells which is a crucial component of human breast cancer development [58]. The co-transplantation of tumor-suppressing or tumor-promoting immune cells has been utilized to address the role of the immune system in breast cancer development [53]. With the recent identification of breast cancer stem cells (also known as tumor-initiating cells) in breast cancer, a serial transplantation of human breast cancer cells has been utilized to identify the tumorigenic breast cancer stem cell population in breast cancer [62].

1.2.3 Carcinogen-induced mammary tumor models

The chemical carcinogen-induced mammary tumor model has been served as a useful tool for preclinical studies with multiple advantages, such as easy tumor induction, short latency
period, and hormone responsiveness [63]. Not like most of xenograft tumors, which are
developed from malignant breast cancer cells, carcinogen-induced mammary tumors can
represent multiple stages from initiation, promotion and progression of cancer development as the
tumors are developed from normal mammary epithelial cells [64]. In general, the chemical
carcinogen-induced tumor model develops hormone-dependent tumors, therefore has been served
as a conventional model to investigate ER-positive breast cancer and to screen ER-targeting
pharmaceutical agents [64]. A polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon DMBA and alkylating agent, N-
methyl-N-nitrosourea (NMU) are the most commonly used chemical carcinogens to study
mammary tumorigenesis in rats [65,66]. The tumors induced by those chemicals arise from the
terminal end buds, which is also the proposed site of origin for human DCIS [64,67]. The
histological similarities between carcinogen-induced mammary tumors and human breast cancers
have been reported in many studies [63,68,69]. However, both DMBA- and NMU-induced
mammary tumors rarely metastasize and do not have a p53 mutation which is common in human
breast cancer [70]. With more aggressive histological phenotypes and estrogen dependency, the
NMU-induced model has been considered as a better model to study ER-positive breast cancer
than the DMBA-induced model [64]. As found in human breast cancers, an altered expression of
TGF-α, HER2, cyclin D1 and gelsolin was found in NMU-induced mammary tumors [64].
Moreover, gene expression profile study demonstrated that the carcinogen-induced mammary
tumors share molecular features with low-to-intermediate grade, ER-positive human breast cancer
[70].

1.2.4 Genetically engineered mouse (GEM) models

The GEM model has been a useful tool to understand the specific functions of human
breast cancer-associated genes in mammary tumorigenesis [71]. Tumor suppressor genes such as
p53 and BRCA1 or oncogenes such as c-Myc and HER2 have been genetically manipulated in GEM model, leading to development of mammary tumors. Several promoters, including mouse mammary tumor virus (MMTV) and whey acidic protein (WAP), have been utilized to have selective gene expression in mammary glands [53]. In addition to the conventional promoters, the advance of genetic engineering such as tetracyclin (tet)-regulated transgene and Cre/loxP recombinase-mediated gene regulation systems allowed more precise control over timing, tissue- and cell- selectivity in genetic alterations [53]. The precise spatial-temporal control demonstrated that the phenotypes of mammary tumors are determined in more complex manner by different origin of the target cell and timing of genetic alteration [53]. One major limitation of GEM tumors is that most of the GEM tumors are hormone-independent while more than half of human breast cancers are hormone dependent [72]. In addition, most GEM tumors metastasize predominantly to lung while human breast tumors metastasize to multiple tissues such as lymph nodes, lung, liver, and bone [72]. With numerous GEM models of different genetic manipulations, the gene expression profiles of about 100 mammary tumors from 13 different types of GEM models were compared to a large panel of human breast cancer to identify the association of each GEM models to the subtypes of breast cancers [73]. The different tumor samples from same GEM model showed significant similarities in gene expression profiles, confirming the molecular phenotypes of tumors in GRE models were determined by the genetic alteration [73]. In addition, the 13 GEM models were clustered into two groups, sharing features of luminal B or basal-like subtypes [73]. In particular, the gene expression profiles of two BRCA1 deficient GEM models showed significant overlap with the gene expression profile of basal-like human breast cancer, supporting the tumorigenic role of BRCA1 mutation in basal-like breast cancer [73]. Although no single GEM model exhibits all the features of given subtype, the various options of GEM models with distinct molecular signature to drive tumorigenesis may useful to dissect distinct signaling pathway for the investigation of targeted therapies.
1.3 Molecular targets of breast cancer

1.3.1 Estrogen receptor (ER) signaling

The persistently elevated level of estrogen has been closely associated with the risk of breast cancers, suggesting that the excessive exposure to endogenous estrogen may be key casual factor of breast cancer [74,75]. With binding of estrogen, ER undergoes a conformational change and binds to estrogen response element (ERE) to regulate ER-mediated genes, including c-Myc and cyclin D1, leading to dramatic stimulation of cell proliferation [76]. In addition to estrogen, growth factor-activated Akt or MAPK can also activate ER by phosphorylating ER, suggesting dynamic cross-talk between ER and other signaling pathways [76]. ERα and ERβ are the two members of ER family [77]. As the key transcriptional regulator associated cell proliferation and tumor malignancy, the tumorigenic function of ERα has been well established [77]. While ERβ appears to have opposing effect of ERα, the biological role of ERβ in mammary tumorigenesis is still controversial among different research groups [77].

1.3.2 Human epidermal growth factor receptor (HER) family receptors

The HER family (also known as ErbB receptor family) consists of four transmembrane receptor tyrosine kinases, HER1 (also known as EGFR), HER2, HER3 and HER4 [78]. The HER family receptors, expressed in various tissues, are activated by the EGF family of growth factors, such as EGF, transforming growth factors (TGF) and neuregulins, in a tightly controlled manner [78]. In breast cancer, EGFR and HER2 are frequently overexpressed, and the overexpression is associated with more aggressive clinical phenotype [31,79]. The HER family of receptors has complex signaling network by crosstalk with each other, for example HER2 without known
soluble ligand can heterodimerize with EGFR and HER3 amplifying signaling as co-receptor [32]. In addition, the transactivation of HER family receptors by G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCR) or seven-pass membrane receptor Frizzled (FZD)-induced activation of pro-EGFR ligands contributes the complex nature of HER receptor signaling network in breast cancer [80,81,82]. With the understanding of complexity of the HER receptor signaling pathway and the frequent resistance to drugs targeting single molecule, combination of multiple drugs or multi-functional agents targeting different factors among the HER receptor signaling network have been the new direction [83].

1.3.3 BRCA1 and BRCA2

BRCA1 and BRCA2 are the two major breast cancer susceptibility genes, playing critical roles for genomic stability through homologous recombination [84]. Germ line mutation of one copy of either gene results in hereditary breast and ovarian cancer syndrome which accounts for 5-7% of breast cancer cases. Interestingly, the breast cancers with BRCA1 mutation predominantly show phenotypic features of basal-like breast cancer, but the reason is still unknown [85]. The tumors with BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutation are shown to be intrinsically sensitive to PARP inhibitors [86]. In recent clinical trials, the combination of PARP inhibitor with chemotherapeutic drugs showed significant clinical response among triple negative breast cancer patients with BRCA1 and/or BRCA2 mutations [87,88].

1.3.4 Phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K)

PI3K is involved in mediating growth and survival signaling from receptor tyrosine kinases, or RAS proteins to downstream effectors, such as Akt and mTOR complexes [89]. In
many cancers, several conditions such as persistent activation of upstream receptor tyrosine kinases, the genetic mutation of PI3K, loss of PTEN, or amplification of key components in the pathway lead to the abnormal activation of PI3K/Akt signaling pathway which promotes cancer cell growth and survival [90]. Recent studies with a large number of human breast cancer specimens reported PI3K mutation as one of the most frequently occurred mutations in human breast cancer along with P53 and GATA3 mutations [6,91]. While the frequency PI3K mutation varies among different subtypes of breast cancer, the alteration of genomic and proteomic signatures corresponding to PI3K/Akt signaling pathway is shown to occur in all subtypes of breast cancer [92]. Moreover, the amplification of PI3K or its pathway components have been demonstrated as a key mechanism for resistance to many receptor tyrosine kinase-targeted therapies, including HER2 [90].

1.3.5 Insulin-like growth factor-I receptor (IGF-IR)

IGF-IR is the primary receptor for IGF-I and IGF-II which are potent paracrine and autocrine mediators of cell proliferation [93]. The abnormal activation of IGF-IR signaling has been associated with malignant progression of cancer [94]. While the amplification or mutation in IGF-IR is rare, the abnormal expression of IGFs has been shown in many cancers [95,96]. In breast cancer, the elevated level of insulin and IGF-I was associated with the risk of incidence and recurrence [97,98]. In transgenic mice, overexpression of IGF-I or IGF-II increased the development of mammary tumors, while these tumors required additional oncogenic alteration, such as p53, to develop completely malignant phenotype [99,100]. In addition, IGF-IR signaling pathway has been identified as key signaling pathway that confers endocrine therapy-resistance to breast cancer [101]. Co-targeting of IGF-IR with ER or HER2 significantly enhanced the anti-cancer activity of ER or HER2 inhibitors in preclinical studies [102,103].
1.3.6 Nuclear factor of κB (NF-κB)

NF-κB is a sequence-specific transcription factor which plays a role in proliferation, anti-apoptosis, inflammation and innate immunity of cells [104]. The elevated or constitutive activity of NF-κB has been found in breast cancer cells and primary breast tumors [105,106]. In one animal study, the activation of NF-κB occurred before the malignant transformation of carcinogen-induced mammary tumors, indicating the association between the activated NF-κB and early stage of mammary tumorigenesis [107]. In addition, the inhibition of NF-κB activity delayed the development of mammary tumors in the polyoma middle T oncogene (PyMT) transgenic mouse model [108]. Although the precise mechanism of NF-κB in breast cancer progression is still unclear, anti-apoptotic activity of NF-κB by inhibiting p53 activity has been suggested as possible mechanisms [109]. Moreover, recent studies demonstrated that the NF-κB pathway played a major role in tumorigenesis of inflammatory breast cancer, exhibiting persistent activation of NF-κB with elevated expression of NF-κB target genes [110,111].

1.3.7 Signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3)

STAT3 is a transcription factor that mediates the cellular response to various cytokines and growth factors, including interleukin-6, and EGF [112]. Upon activation, STAT3s are phosphorylated by intracellular kinases, including Janus kinase 2 (JAK2) and Src and translocated to nucleus to activate target genes [112,113]. While the activation of STAT3 occurs transiently in normal cells, constitutive activation of STAT3 is frequent in many cancer cells, including breast cancer [114]. Moreover, the constitutive activation of STAT3 is often associated with tumor progression [114,115]. Studies demonstrated that the constitutive activation of STAT3 was a crucial contributor to the growth, survival and invasion of breast cancer cells [116,117].
Moreover, overexpression of Bcl-2 or survivin by the constitutive activation of STAT3 has been found as one of the mechanisms for breast cancer cells to be resistant to chemotherapies [117,118]. Recent study reported that STAT3 is a key signaling to maintain the breast cancer stem cell population [119], and tumor-initiating breast cancer cells exhibited preferential activation of JAK2/STAT3 signaling [120]. On the other hand, inhibition of STAT3 signaling with STAT3 small hairpin RNA (shRNA) or use of STAT3 phosphorylation inhibitors repressed the formation and growth of xenograft tumors in mice as well as the invasive potential of breast cancer cells [121,122], demonstrating STAT3 as an important therapeutic target in breast cancer.

1.3.8 Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)

VEGF is a potent inducer of vascular permeability as well as survival and proliferation of endothelial cells, involving in physiological neovascularization [123]. During the cancer progression, cancer exhibits the constitutively activated angiogenesis which is required to sustain neoplastic growth of tumor [124]. As the key inducer of angiogenesis, the overexpression of VEGF is common in various cancers, including breast cancer and is associated with disease progression and decreased survival rates in cancer patients [124,125]. Large number of preclinical studies demonstrated the anti-cancer effects of VEGF-targeting drugs, leading to the clinical trials of a humanized monoclonal antibody against VEGF (Bevacizumab). In the first trial, bevacizumab showed significant clinical benefit of overall survival in combination with chemotherapies, but the following trials failed to confirm the significant improvement of overall survival with bevacizumab in metastatic breast cancer patients [126,127,128]. However, all three trials showed the significantly improved progression-free survival by bevacizumab, supporting the potential of VEGF targeted therapies in advanced breast cancer [128,129].
1.4 Vitamin D

Vitamin D is derived from diets or synthesized by converting the precursor 7-dehydrocholesterol to vitamin D in the skin in response to ultraviolet B (sunlight) exposure [130]. In the liver, vitamin D is hydroxylated by 25-hydroxylase (25-OHase), producing 25-hydroxycholecalciferol (25(OH)D$_3$), and 25(OH)D$_3$ is then converted into 1α,25(OH)$_2$D$_3$ (calcitriol) in the kidney by 25-hydroxyvitamin D3-1α-hydroxylase (1α-OHase, cyp27B) [131]. 1α,25(OH)$_2$D$_3$, the active form of vitamin D, is the major regulator of calcium and phosphorus homeostasis [130]. In addition to the systemic production, the enzymatic machinery to convert vitamin D into 1α,25(OH)$_2$D$_3$ has also been found in many other tissues, including breast. This local production of 1α,25(OH)$_2$D$_3$ has been demonstrated to induce various biological functions in a tissue-specific manner [130,132].

1.4.1 Biological actions of vitamin D

Many preclinical studies have demonstrated the important non-calcemic functions of vitamin D in association with various diseases, including cancer [132]. The major molecular mechanism of vitamin D is to regulate gene expression by activating vitamin D receptor (VDR), which is a member of the nuclear receptor transcription factors [133]. In addition to the genomic actions, recent studies have shown that vitamin D can exert rapid non-genomic action by interacting with membrane-bound VDR [133].

**Genomic actions of vitamin D:** Binding of vitamin D to VDR induces dimerization of VDR with retinoic X receptor alpha (RXRα) [134]. The activated VDR-RXR dimer binds to vitamin D response elements (VDRE) in the promoter or enhancer region of target genes to
regulate the transcription of the downstream target genes [134]. After binding to DNA, the VDR-RXR complex recruits co-factor proteins which determine the tissue- or gene-specific transcriptional regulations. For the activation of target genes, VDR-RXR complex D recruits steroid receptor coactivators (SRCs), nuclear coactivator 62 kDa-SKI-interacting protein (NCoA62-SKIP), CREB binding protein (CBP)-p300, and polybromo-and SWI-2-related gene 1 associated factor (PABF) to induce chromatin remodeling [135]. After chromatin unwinding, the mediator complexes (vitamin D receptor interacting protein coactivator complex, DRIP) are recruited to the region, which activate the basal transcription machinery [132,135,136]. For the repression of target genes, activated VDR-RXR dimer recruits co-repressors such as NCoR (nuclear receptor co-repressor) 1 and NCoR2/SMRT (silencing mediator of retinoid and thyroid receptors) [132,137]. Histone deacetylases and DNA methyltransferases are also recruited by VDR-RXR complex, leading to closed chromatin structure [135,137].

**Non-genomic actions of vitamin D:** Several studies have shown that vitamin D can exert rapid cell response (within 1~ 45 min) that does not depend on transcriptional regulation [138,139,140]. VDR, which is involved in the rapid response, was found to be localized in caveolae-enriched microdomain of plasma membrane [138]. The binding of vitamin D to the membrane-bound VDR activates the PKC signaling pathway, leading to rapid opening of voltage-gated Ca\(^{2+}\) channels and increase intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) level [139,140]. The elevated Ca\(^{2+}\) level consequently activates the Raf/MAPK/ERK signaling pathway [138,139,140]. However, the reports on rapid response to vitamin D have been limited in many non-malignant cells, such as normal colon cells and skeletal muscle cells, and occurrence of rapid response to vitamin D in malignant cells is still unknown [141].
1.4.2 Vitamin D and breast cancer

Both normal and malignant breast epithelial cells express VDR, and an animal study with knockdown of VDR showed the important role of VDR in physiological mammary gland development [142]. Moreover, VDR-knockdown mice showed increased DMBA-induced preneoplastic mammary lesions, compared to wild-type mice [143]. In another study with the MMTV-HER2/neu transgenic mouse model, the loss of one or both copies of VDR gene by crossing with VDR-knockdown mice also resulted in the increased incidence of preneoplastic lesions and abnormal morphologic phenotype of duct [144], suggesting inhibitory function of vitamin D on mammary tumorigenesis. Many in vitro and in vivo studies demonstrated the potent anti-cancer activity of 1α,25(OH)₂D₃ and other vitamin D analogs [145,146,147,148,149]. However, in clinical studies, 1α,25(OH)₂D₃ induced hypercalcemic toxicity in the participants before reaching the dose comparable to the dose with anti-cancer activity in preclinical studies [150,151,152]. Various types of vitamin D analogs have been developed to obtain better anti-cancer activity with less toxicity than 1α,25(OH)₂D₃ [132,152].

1.4.3 In vitro and in vivo studies of vitamin D and vitamin D analogs in breast cancer

**Anti-proliferation:** Vitamin D and vitamin D analogs showed potent anti-proliferation activity on both ER-positive and ER-negative breast cancer cells in vitro and in vivo [132]. They inhibit cell proliferation by transcriptionally regulating expression levels of many cell cycle regulatory genes, such as CDKN1A (encoding p21), CDKN1B (encoding p27), CCND1 (encoding cyclin D1), CCND3 (encoding cyclin D3), CCNA1 (encoding cyclin A1) and CCNE1 (cyclin E1) [153,154,155]. The expression level of insulin-like growth factor binding protein-3 (IGFBP-3), which blocks the IGF-stimulated cell proliferation by sequestering IGF, was increased by vitamin D and vitamin D analogs in MCF-7 and T47D cells [156,157]. Functional
vitamin D response elements were later identified in IGFBP-3 promoter region [158], supporting the transcriptional regulation of IGFBP-3 by vitamin D. The TGF-β signaling pathway plays an important role for the growth regulation of cancer cells at the early stage of tumor progression [159]. In breast cancer cells, vitamin D and vitamin D analogs modulated the TGF-β signaling by inducing the mRNA expression level of TGF-β-RI [155,160]. Bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs), another group of factors belonging to the TGF-β superfamily, are also regulated by vitamin D and vitamin D analogs in breast cancer cells [161,162]. Gemini vitamin D analogs activate the BMP signaling pathway by increasing mRNA level of BMP2 and BMP6, while decreasing mRNA level of Smad6, an inhibitor of TGF-β/Smad signaling [161]. Blocking of BMP signaling with chemical inhibitor partially repressed the anti-proliferation effect of Gemini vitamin D analogs [162], indicating the role of BMP signaling in the inhibitory effect of Gemini vitamin D analogs on cell proliferation.

**Apoptosis:** Vitamin D and vitamin D analogs have been reported to induce apoptosis in breast cancer cells by regulating the expression level of key apoptosis mediators [132]. The majority of apoptotic effects of vitamin D and its analogs have been demonstrated in ER-positive breast cancer model, such as MCF-7 cells or NMU-induced rat mammary tumor model [132]. Vitamin D and vitamin D analogs decreased Bcl-2 expression and increased testosterone repressed prostate message-2 (TRPM-2)/clusterin expression in MCF-7 cells, leading to apoptosis [163,164,165,166]. The increased release of intracellular free calcium and activation of calpain by vitamin D and vitamin D analogs have also been shown to induce apoptosis in MCF-7 cells [167]. In animal models, induction of the apoptotic markers, such as cleaved-PARP and cleaved-caspase-3 by vitamin D and vitamin D analogs in NMU-induced tumors and MCF-7 xenograft tumors have been reported [168,169,170,171].

**Anti-invasion:** Invasive growth is a critical property of malignant tumor progression for local invasion and metastasis [172]. Numerous studies have demonstrated that vitamin D
represses invasive potential of breast cancer cells [132,173,174]. Vitamin D and vitamin D analog decreased the secretion of urokinase-type plasminogen activator (uPA) and activity of tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) while increased secretion of plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1), resulting reduced total PA activity in highly invasive MDA-MB-231 cells [173]. The level of MMP-9 in MDA-MB-231 cells was decreased by vitamin D and vitamin D analogs [173]. cDNA microarray identified additional MMP-1, MMP-7, MMP-10 and MMP-12, which are down-regulated by vitamin D in MDA-MB-231 cells but not in non-invasive MCF-7 cells [155]. The repression of cancer cell invasion by vitamin D and vitamin D analogs were also shown in other ER-negative and highly invasive SUM-159PT cells [174]. Moreover, in a mouse model with intracardiac injection of MDA-MB-231 cells, the average area of osteolytic lesions and tumor burden within bone were significantly decreased by vitamin D analog, confirming the anti-invasion activity of vitamin D in vivo [175].

**Anti-inflammation:** Inflammation has been associated with reduced survival and increased recurrence among breast cancer patients [176,177]. Recent studies demonstrated that vitamin D regulates the prostaglandin (PG) pathway in both ER-positive (MCF-7, ZR-75-1 and T47-D cells) and ER-negative (MDA-MB-231 cells) by decreasing mRNA expression levels of COX-2 and increasing mRNA expression levels of 15-PGDH [178,179,180]. Gemini vitamin D analog significantly induced mRNA expression level of dual specificity phosphatase 10 (DUSP10, also known as MAP kinase phosphatase 5) which controls inflammatory responses by dephosphorylating p38 MAPK and the stress-activated protein kinase Jun-N-terminal kinase (JNK), leading to their inactivation [160,181].

The *in vitro* and *in vivo* studies of vitamin D and vitamin D analogs in breast cancer are summarized in Table 1.2 and Table 1.3, respectively.
1.4.4 Clinical studies of vitamin D in breast cancer

Two vitamin D analogs, EB1089 and paricalcitol, were tested in clinical studies for patients with solid tumors including breast cancer, colorectal cancer and prostate cancer [182,183,184,185]. However, the results of phase I and phase II trials with EB1089 and paricalcitol were less encouraging without significant anti-cancer effect [182,183,184,185]. In three clinical trials, vitamin D was used for patients with breast cancer, but the result of three trials also did not show significant association between vitamin D treatment and reduction of breast cancer incidence [186,187,188]. Many case-control studies have shown the significant inverse association between 25(OH)D, which is the commonly measured vitamin D metabolite in human, and risk of breast cancer [189,190,191,192,193,194,195]. However, in more defined nested case-control studies (listed in Table 1.5), most studies did not support the protective effects of vitamin D on breast cancer risk [196,197,198,199,200,201]. The clinical studies of vitamin D and vitamin D analogs in breast cancer are summarized in Table 1.4 to 1.6.

1.5 Synthetic oleanane triterpenoids (SOs)

Triterpenoids, synthesized from many plants by cyclization of squalene, are the largest group of phytochemicals with more than 20,000 triterpenoids occurring in nature [202]. The triterpenoids are further sub-classified into cucurbitanes, cycloartanes, dammaranes, euphanes, friedelanes, holostanes, hopanes, isomalabaticanes, lanostanes, limonoids, lupanes, oleananes, protostanes, squalenes, tirucallanes and ursanes [203,204]. Among those diverse natural triterpenoids, oleananes (also known as oleanolic acid, OA) has been shown to have anti-inflammation and anti-cancer effects in vivo [205]. However, the anti-inflammation and anti-cancer effects of naturally occurring OA were weak, therefore many SOs have been developed to improve the potency on anti-inflammation or anti-cancer activity [206,207]. With the screening of
over 300 new SOs for the anti-inflammation activity, 2-cyano-3,12-dioxooleana-1,9(11)-dien-28-oic acid (CDDO) and its methyl ester (CDDO-Me) were found be most active ones [208,209,210,211]. Further modifications of CDDO produced CDDO-Im (imidazolide), CDDO-MA (methyl amide) and CDDO-EA (ethyl amide), exhibiting significantly increased bioactivity than CDDO [211,212].

1.5.1 Biological actions of SOs

Anti-inflammation: SOs effectively suppressed the de novo synthesis of cytokine-inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) and cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) in primary culture of macrophages stimulated by wide ranges of pro-inflammatory molecules, such as interferon γ (IFNγ), tumor necrosis factor α (TNFα), interleukin 1β and lipopolysaccharide (LPS) both in vivo and in vitro [213,214,215,216]. The SOs also inhibited the production of inflammatory cytokines, including interleukin-6, from immune or cancer cells [217,218,219,220].

Cytoprotection: CDDO has been shown to interact with kelch-like ECH-associated protein 1 (Keap1) which induces ubiquitination and proteasomal degradation of nuclear factor (erythroid-derived)-like 2 (Nrf2). The interaction between CDDO or its derivatives with Keap1 dissociates Nrf2 from Keap1 and activates the phase 2 response [221,222]. The Nrf2-response genes, as an intrinsic mechanism to remove electrophilic or oxidative stress, include quinone reductase 1, γ-glutamylcysteine synthetase, thioredoxin, glutathione S-transferase, UDP-glucuronosyltransferase, epoxide hydrolase, superoxide dismutase and heme oxygenase 1 [223]. CDDO and its derivatives have been shown to be one of the most potent activator of the Nrf2 pathway in vitro and in vivo [224]. In addition, CDDO and its derivatives protected retinal pigment epithelial cells against photooxidative cytotoxicity induced by UVA radiation [224].
**Anti-proliferation:** The SOs have been shown to inhibit the proliferation of various malignant cells, such as breast cancer, colon cancer, melanoma, leukemia, and sarcomas [202,208]. CDDO, CDDO-Me and CDDO-Im modulated key regulatory molecules of cell proliferation, such as cyclin D1, p21, p27, PCNA, caveolin 1 and c-Myc in cancer cells [225,226,227]. In addition, the multiple signaling pathways that stimulate proliferation of cancer cells, including NF-κB, JAK/STAT3, PTEN/PI3K/Akt, mTOR and HER2, have been shown to be affected by CDDO, CDDO-Me and CDDO-Im [227,228,229,230,231,232,233].

**Apoptosis:** The SOs induced apoptosis in human cancer cells, including breast cancer [233]. Depending on the type of SOs and cells, the SOs induce apoptosis by different mechanisms. Studies demonstrated that CDDO and CDDO-Im induced apoptosis by activating extrinsic death-receptor-mediated pathway, whereas majority studies showed that CDDO-Me induced apoptosis through intrinsic mitochondria-mediated pathway [234,235,236,237,238,239,240]. Although there are some differences, overall studies demonstrated that cancer cells significantly increased ROS level with the treatment of CDDO and CDDO-Im but not of CDDO-Me, contributing the induction of apoptosis [237,240,241,242]. Activation of JNK/p38, and inhibition of NF-κB and JAK/STAT signaling by SOs also have been shown to induce apoptosis in various cancer cells [131,228,243,244,245,246]. However, the first protein target triggering apoptosis by SOs has not been identified [247].

**Differentiation:** The SOs induced differentiation of human myeloid leukemia cells, neuronal differentiation of PC12 cells, adipocytic differentiation of 3T3L1 fibroblasts, osteoblastic differentiation of Saos-2 osteosarcoma cells, and megakaryocytic differentiation of normal hematopoietic progenitor cells [208,235,239,248,249]. In addition, the combination studies of synthetic triterpenoids with wide ranges of other molecules, including all-trans-retinoic acid, the RXR-specific ligand (LG100268), members of the transforming growth factor β family
and vitamin D analogs, demonstrated the additive or synergistic effects to induce terminal differentiation of leukemia cells [239,249,250].

1.5.2 In vitro and in vivo studies of synthetic triterpenoids in breast cancer

In the first screening for anti-cancer activity, CDDO demonstrated potent inhibitory effects on the proliferation of both ER-positive (MCF-7) and ER-negative (MDA-MB-231, MDA-MB-468, 21-MT-1, 21-MT-2, 21-NT and 21-PT) breast cancer cells [208]. Induction of p21 and repression of cyclin D1 causing the G1-S and G2-M cell cycle arrest have been identified key molecular mechanism of CDDO for anti-proliferation activity in MCF-7, MDA-MB-435 and MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells [225]. The derivatives of CDDO, CDDO-Im and CDDO-Me were significantly more potent than CDDO for the inhibition of MCF-7 cell proliferation [216,251]. Moreover, the synthetic triterpenoids selectively sensitized breast cancer cells (T47D and MDA-MB-468) to TRAIL-induced apoptosis, whereas normal mammary epithelial cells (HMEC) were not sensitized by CDDO and CDDO-Im [252]. STAT3 was another key molecular target of synthetic triterpenoids in breast cancer cells, and the direct interaction between CDDO and STAT3 was demonstrated to cause the inhibition of STAT activation in MDA-MB-468 cells [228]. The proliferation of HER2-overexpressing mouse and human mammary tumor cells were repressed by CDDO-Me [253]. The tumorigenesis of MMTV-HER2/neu transgenic mice were also inhibited by CDDO-Me which showed synergistic inhibitory effects in combination with rexinoids, showing potent anti-cancer activity against HER2-overexpressing breast cancer [253]. CDDO-Me also delayed the mammary tumor development in the BRCA1 mutation mouse model and ER-negative PyMT mouse model [242,254]. The in vitro and in vivo studies of synthetic triterpenoids in breast cancer were summarized in Table 1.6 and Table 1.7, respectively.
1.5.3 Clinical studies of synthetic triterpenoids

In the phase I dose-escalation study, CDDO showed adverse thrombotic symptoms without significant anti-cancer activity, leading to early termination of the study [255]. In recent phase I study of patients with solid tumors and lymphomas, 40% of the patients achieved disease stabilization by CDDO-Me without significant adverse effect even in long-term treatment [256]. In addition to anti-cancer activity, recent clinical trials have shown that CDDO-Me also significantly improved kidney functions of patients in the clinical trials, suggesting CDDO-Me as a promising agent to treat chronic kidney disease [257,258]. World-wide phase 3 study is ongoing to evaluate the long-term clinical benefit of CDDO-Me in chronic kidney disease [247].
Table 1.1 Key features in different subtypes of breast cancer [3,6,12,45,259].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Luminal A (60-70%)</th>
<th>Luminal B (20-30%)</th>
<th>HER2-positive (20-30%)</th>
<th>Basal-like (15%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ER</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Positive in about half</td>
<td>Mostly negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HER2</td>
<td>Usually negative</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Mostly negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade III</td>
<td>Usually not</td>
<td>About half</td>
<td>Mostly yes</td>
<td>Mostly yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prognosis in 5 year</td>
<td>Favorable</td>
<td>Relatively favorable</td>
<td>Generally adverse</td>
<td>Generally adverse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current therapies</td>
<td>Endocrine</td>
<td>Endocrine/ HER2 targeted/ chemotherapy</td>
<td>HER2 targeted/ Chemotherapy</td>
<td>Chemotherapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional properties</td>
<td>Good differentiation /Low Ki-67</td>
<td>Poor differentiation /High Ki-67</td>
<td>BRCA1 mutation is prevalent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2); Estrogen receptor (ER); Phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K); Poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP); Insulin-like growth factor-I receptor (IGF-IR); Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR); Fibroblast growth factor (FGF); Human epidermal growth factor receptor 3 (HER3)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Compounds</th>
<th>Effects</th>
<th>Target molecules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colston et al. (1992)</td>
<td>1α,25(OH)₂D₃, /EB1089</td>
<td>Inhibit proliferation of MCF-7 cells</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simbolli-Campbell et al.</td>
<td>1α,25(OH)₂D₃, /EB1089</td>
<td>Induced apoptosis in MCF-7 cells</td>
<td>Protein: ↑TRPM-2/clusterin, ↑cathepsin B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James et al. (1996)</td>
<td>1α,25(OH)₂D₃, /EB1089</td>
<td>Induced apoptosis in MCF-7 cells</td>
<td>Protein: ↓Bcl-2, ↑p53, ↑p21, ↑mRNA: ↑TRPM-2/clusterin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu et al. (1997)</td>
<td>1α,25(OH)₂D₃, /EB1089</td>
<td>Inhibited proliferation of MCF-7E (early passage), BT20, T47D and</td>
<td>↓Cdk2 kinases activity, Protein: ↑p21, ↑p27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verlinden et al. (1998)</td>
<td>1α,25(OH)₂D₃, /EB1089</td>
<td>Induced the proliferation of MCF-7 cells</td>
<td>mRNA: ↑CycD1, ↑p21, ↑p27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colston et al. (1998)</td>
<td>EB1089 /CB1093</td>
<td>Inhibited growth of MCF-7 and Hs578T cells</td>
<td>Protein: ↑IGFBP3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu et al. (1998)</td>
<td>1α,25(OH)₂D₃, /EB1089</td>
<td>MCF-7E (sensitive, express TGF-β-RII) and MCF-7L (insensitive, no</td>
<td>mRNA: ↑TGF-β-RII in MCF-7E, -TGF-β-RII in MCF-7L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathiasen et al. (1999)</td>
<td>1α,25(OH)₂D₃, /EB1089</td>
<td>Induced apoptosis in MCF-7 and T47D cells</td>
<td>Protein: ↑Bcl-2, Caspase 3 and p53-independent apoptosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swami et al. (2000)</td>
<td>1α,25(OH)₂D₃, /CB1093</td>
<td>Inhibited basal and E₂-induced growth of MCF-7 cells</td>
<td>↓mRNA level of ER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campbell et al. (2000)</td>
<td>1α,25(OH)₂D₃</td>
<td>Inhibited proliferation of MCF-7 cells</td>
<td>↑mRNA level of BRCA1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koli et al. (2000)</td>
<td>1α,25(OH)₂D₃, /Deltanoids</td>
<td>Inhibited invasion of MDA-MB-231 cells</td>
<td>↓secretion of uPA and tPA, ↑secretion of PA inhibitor 1, ↓MMP-9, ↓TIMP1 activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narvaez et al. (2001)</td>
<td>1α,25(OH)₂D₃</td>
<td>Induced apoptosis in MCF-7 cells</td>
<td>Disruption of mitochondrial function: Bax translocation to mitochondria and cytochrome c release and production of ROS, Caspase-independent event</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1.2 Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Effect on Cells</th>
<th>Additional Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jensen et al. (2001) [154]</td>
<td>1α,25(OH)$_2$D$_3$</td>
<td>Inhibited proliferation of MCF-7 cells</td>
<td>↓cyclin D1/cdk4-associated kinase activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathiasen et al. (2002) [167]</td>
<td>1α,25(OH)$_2$D$_3$/EB1089</td>
<td>Induced apoptosis in MCF-7 cells</td>
<td>Up-regulate intracellular free calcium release and activation of calpain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flanagan et al. (2003) [174]</td>
<td>1α,25(OH)$_2$D$_3$/EB1089</td>
<td>Inhibited growth and invasion of SUM-159PT cells</td>
<td>Protein: ↑p21, ↓c-Myc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swami et al. (2003) [155]</td>
<td>1α,25(OH)$_2$D$_3$</td>
<td>Multiple gene regulation in MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells</td>
<td>MCF-7: ↑cell cycle and apoptosis (cyclin G1, cyclin I, PAK-1, p53 and IGFBP5); ↓ERα, growth factors, cytokines and kinases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGaffin et al. (2004) [264]</td>
<td>1α,25(OH)$_2$D$_3$</td>
<td>Inhibited growth of MCF-7, T47D and BT-474 cells, while did not affect growth of BT549 cells</td>
<td>mRNA: ↓EGFR in MCF-7, T47D and BT549 cells, ↑EGFR in BT474 cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capiati et al. (2004) [265]</td>
<td>1α,25(OH)$_2$D$_3$</td>
<td>Inhibited serum-induced Erk1/2 in MCF-7 cells</td>
<td>↓Src tyrosine kinase activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee et al. (2006) [160]</td>
<td>Gemini vitamin D analogs</td>
<td>Comparison of gene regulation in MCF10AT1 and MCF10CA1a cells</td>
<td>Regulate many gene involved in cell proliferation, apoptosis, cell adhesion, invasion and angiogenesis as well as BMP and TGF-β signaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee et al. (2006) [161]</td>
<td>Gemini vitamin D analogs</td>
<td>Activated BMP signaling in MCF10AT1 cells</td>
<td>Protein: ↑pSmad1/5, mRNA: ↑BMP2, ↑BMP6, ↑Smad6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hussain-Hakimjee et al. (2009) [268]</td>
<td>1α,25(OH)$_2$D$_3$</td>
<td>Regulated phenotype of MDA-MB-453 and MDA-MB-468 cells</td>
<td>↓mesenchymal marker (N-cadherin) and ↓myoepithelial markers (P-cadherin, α6-integrin, β4-integrin and SMA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee et al. (2007) [162]</td>
<td>Gemini vitamin D analogs</td>
<td>Inhibited proliferation of MCF10AT1 cells in a BMP signaling-dependent manner</td>
<td>Protein: ↑pSmad1/5, mRNA: ↑BMP2, ↑BMP6, ↑PKCα activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hussain-Hakimjee et al. (2009) [268]</td>
<td>1α,25(OH)$_2$D$_3$</td>
<td>Decreased mRNA level of ERα in BT-474 cells</td>
<td>mRNA: ↓ERα</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Testosterone repressed prostate message-2 (TRPM-2); Estrogen receptor (ER); Cyclin-dependent kinase 2 (Cdk2); Cyclin D1 (CycD1); Insulin–like growth factor binding protein-3 (IGFBP-3); Transforming growth factor β-receptor II (TGF-β-RII); urokinase-type Plasminogen activator (uPA); tissue Plasminogen activator (tPA); Plasminogen activator (PA); Matrix metalloprotease-9 (MMP-9); Tissue inhibitor of metalloprotease-1 (TIMP-1); Reactive oxygen species (ROS); Cyclin-dependent kinase 4 (Cdk4); cleaved Poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (cPARP); Insulin-like growth factor binding protein-5 (IGFBP-5); Vitamin D receptor (VDR); Bone morphogenetic protein (BMP); phosphorylated Forkhead transcription factor (pFKHR); phosphorylated Mammalian target of rapamycin (p-mTOR); Smooth muscle actin (SMA); Protein kinase C alpha (PKCα)
Table 1.3 *In vivo* studies of vitamin D and vitamin D analogs in breast cancer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Compounds</th>
<th>Effects</th>
<th>Target molecules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colston et al. (1992) [168,169]</td>
<td>EB1089 /MC903</td>
<td>Repressed growth of NMU-induced mammary tumors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abe-Hashimoto (1993) [269]</td>
<td>22-oxa-calcitriol</td>
<td>Suppressed the growth of MCF-7 and MX-1 xenograft tumors in immunodeficient mice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anzano et al. (1994) [270]</td>
<td>Ro24-5531</td>
<td>Decreased incidence of NMU-induced mammary tumors</td>
<td>Enhanced tumor burden reduction in combination with tamoxifen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mehta et al. (1997) [148]</td>
<td>1α (OH)D₃</td>
<td>Inhibited DMBA-induced preneoplastic lesions</td>
<td>↑VDR, ↑TGF-β1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koshizuka et al. (1999) [271,272]</td>
<td>EB1089</td>
<td>Showed additive effect with paclitaxel to inhibit growth of MCF-7 xenograft tumors in immunodeficient mice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mehta et al. (2000) [149]</td>
<td>1α (OH)D₃</td>
<td>Decreased NMU-induced tumor incidence and multiplicity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ElAbdaimi (2000) [175]</td>
<td>EB1089</td>
<td>Inhibited the development of osteolytic bone metastasis in intracardiac injection model with MDA-MB-231 cells, and increased mice survival</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flanagan et al. (2003) [174]</td>
<td>1α,25(OH)₂D₃ /EB1089</td>
<td>Repressed growth and induced apoptosis of SUM-159PT xenograft tumors in immunodeficient mice</td>
<td>IHC: ↓PCNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sundaram et al. (2003) [171]</td>
<td>EB1089</td>
<td>Showed significantly higher rate of decline of tumor volume with ionizing radiation in MCF-7 xenograft tumors in immunodeficient mice</td>
<td>IHC: ↓Ki-67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mehta et al. (2004) [273]</td>
<td>1α (OH)D₃</td>
<td>Showed selective inhibition of DMBA-induced mammary tumors during promotion or progression tumorigenesis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milliken et al. (2005) [274]</td>
<td>EB1089</td>
<td>Suppressed the growth of mammary tumors in luteinizing hormone overexpressing transgenic mice, ↓BrdU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee et al. (2008) [275]</td>
<td>Gemini vitamin D analogs</td>
<td>Repressed tumorigenesis of NMU-induced rat mammary tumors</td>
<td>Protein: ↑cPARP, ↑c-caspase-3, ↑p21, ↑IGFBP3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N-nitroso-N-methylurea (NMU); 7,12-dimethylbenz-α-anthracene (DMBA); Vitamin D receptor (VDR); Transforming growth factor β (TGF-β); Immunohistochemistry (IHC); Proliferation cell nuclear antigen (PCNA); cleaved Poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (cPARP); Insulin-like growth factor binding protein-3 (IGFBP-3); Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2); phosphorylated HER2 (pHER2), Bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU), Terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick and labeling (TUNEL)
Table 1.4 Clinical trials of vitamin D and vitamin D analog in breast cancer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trivedi et al. (2003) [186]</td>
<td>649 postmenopausal women (65-85 years)</td>
<td>Vitamin D (100,000 IU), every 4 months for 5 years</td>
<td>Randomized trial: no significant anti-cancer effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lappe et al. (2007) [187]</td>
<td>1,179 postmenopausal women (&gt;55 years)</td>
<td>Calcium (1,400-1,500 mg)+Vitamin D (1,100 IU), daily for 4 years</td>
<td>Randomized trial: fewer total cancer in calcium plus vitamin D supplement group (p&lt;0.05) Not enough power for breast cancer alone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chlebowski et al. (2008) [198]</td>
<td>36,282 postmenopausal women (50-79 years)</td>
<td>Calcium (1,000 mg) + Vitamin D (400 IU), daily for 7 years</td>
<td>Randomized trial: no significant anti-cancer effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amir et al. (2010) [188]</td>
<td>40 breast cancer patients with bone metastases</td>
<td>Vitamin D (10,000 IU), daily for 4 months</td>
<td>Phase II study: no significant changes in pain or bone turnover marker Indication of clinical benefits: Lower the number of sites of pain, Alleviation of hyperparathyroidism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gulliford et al. (1998) [182]</td>
<td>25 advanced breast cancer patient</td>
<td>EB 1089 (0.15 to 17.0 μg/m^2), daily</td>
<td>Phase I dose escalation study: well tolerated around 7 μg/m^2 day No clinical response, 4/25 showed stabilization of disease for more than 3 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beer et al. (2001) [277]</td>
<td>15 patients with refractory malignancies, including 3 breast cancer patients</td>
<td>Vitamin D (0.06 to 2.8 μg/kg), once a week for 4 weeks orally</td>
<td>Phase I dose escalation study: 0.48 μg/kg (optimal dose), reaching serum vitamin D level associated with anti-cancer activity in preclinical studies. No anti-cancer activity was observed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beer et al. (2007) [278]</td>
<td>37 patients with solid tumors</td>
<td>DN-101 (15 to 75 μg weekly oral administration)</td>
<td>Phase I pharmacokinetic study: (MTD) 45 μg/week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fakih et al. (2007) [279]</td>
<td>32 patients with advanced solid tumors, including 1 breast cancer patient</td>
<td>Vitamin D (10 to 96 μg weakly i.v. injection) + Gefitinib (250 mg/day)</td>
<td>Phase I dose escalation study: 74 μg/week (MTD), reaching serum vitamin D level associated with anti-cancer activity in preclinical studies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muindi et al. (2009) [280]</td>
<td>20 refractory solid tumor patients, including 1 breast cancer patient</td>
<td>Vitamin D (57 to 163 μg weakly i.v. injection) + Gefitinib (250 mg/day) +Dexamethasone (4 mg/day)</td>
<td>Phase I dose escalation study: 125 μg/week (MTD), reaching serum vitamin D level associated with anti-cancer activity in preclinical studies No anti-cancer activity was observed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

International unit (IU); Maximum tolerated dose (MTD)
### Table 1.5 Case-control studies of vitamin D in breast cancer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Cohort</th>
<th>Case / Control</th>
<th>Vitamin D cut-off</th>
<th>P trend</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lowe et al. (2005) [189]</td>
<td>UK Caucasian population</td>
<td>179/179</td>
<td>Serum 25(OH)D level: 50 nM</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>Significant association between low level of 25(OH)D and increased breast cancer risk in Caucasian women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbas et al. (2008) [190]</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1,394/1,365</td>
<td>Serum 25(OH)D level: 50 nM</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>Significant association between low level of 25(OH)D and increased breast cancer risk in postmenopausal women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crew et al. (2009) [191]</td>
<td>Long Island Breast Cancer Study Project</td>
<td>1,026/1,075</td>
<td>Daily intake: 40 ng/ml</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>Significant association between low level of 25(OH)D and increased breast cancer risk in women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rossi et al. (2009) [192]</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>2,569/2,588</td>
<td>Daily intake: 3.57 μg or 143 IU</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sufficient vitamin D intake has a protective effect against breast cancer in women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson et al. (2010) [193]</td>
<td>Ontario Women’s Diet and Health Study</td>
<td>3,101/3,471</td>
<td>Daily intake: 10 μg/d or 40 IU</td>
<td></td>
<td>Vitamin D intake is associated with reduced breast cancer risk in women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kawase et al. (2010) [194]</td>
<td>Japan Aichi Cancer Center Hospital</td>
<td>1,803/3,606</td>
<td>Daily intake: 6.6 μg</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>Significant inverse association between vitamin D intake and breast cancer risk in premenopausal women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee et al. (2011) [195]</td>
<td>Taiwan Taipei Hospital</td>
<td>200/200</td>
<td>Daily intake: 5 μg</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>Significant inverse association between vitamin D intake and breast cancer risk in premenopausal women</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

25-hydroxyvitamin D (25(OH)D); International unit (IU)
Table 1.6 Nested case-control studies of vitamin D in breast cancer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Cohort (n)</th>
<th>Case / Control</th>
<th>P\textsubscript{trend}</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bertone-Johnson et al. (2005) [196]</td>
<td>Nurse’s Health study (32,826)</td>
<td>701/724</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>High level of 25(OH)D may modestly associated with reduced risk of breast cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freedman et al. (2008) [197]</td>
<td>Prostate, Lung, Colorectal, and Ovarian Cancer Screening Trial (35,660)</td>
<td>1,005/1,005</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>No significant inverse association between 25(OH)D and breast cancer risk in postmenopausal women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chlebowski et al. (2008) [198]</td>
<td>Women’s Health Initiative (32,826)</td>
<td>895/898</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>No significant inverse association between 25(OH)D and breast cancer risk in postmenopausal women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCullough et al. (2009) [199]</td>
<td>Cancer Prevention Study II Nutrition Cohort (21,965)</td>
<td>515/515</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>No significant inverse association between 25(OH)D and breast cancer risk in postmenopausal women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almqvist et al. (2010) [200]</td>
<td>Malmo Diet and Cancer Study (53,000)</td>
<td>764/764</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>No significant inverse association between 25(OH)D and breast cancer risk in postmenopausal women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engel et al. (2010) [201]</td>
<td>French E3N Cohort (17,391)</td>
<td>636/1,272</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>Significant association between decreased breast cancer risk and high 25(OH)D level in young women (&lt;53 years old)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

25-hydroxyvitamin D (25(OH)D); Not significant (NS)
Table 1.7  *In vitro* studies of synthetic triterpenoids in breast cancer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Compounds (Working Conc. Range)</th>
<th>Effects</th>
<th>Target molecules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suh et al. (1999) [208]</td>
<td>CDDO (0.03-1 μM)</td>
<td>• Inhibit the proliferation of MCF-7, MDA-MB-231, 21-MT-1, 21-MT-2, 21-NT and 21-MT cells</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapillonne et al. (2003) [225]</td>
<td>CDDO (0.5-2 μM)</td>
<td>• Inhibit growth of MCF-7, MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-435 cells</td>
<td>↑PPARγ activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• ↓S phase, ↑G2-M, ↑apoptosis</td>
<td>mRNA: ↓CycD1, ↓Bcl2; ↑p21, ↑PPARγ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place et al. (2003) [216]</td>
<td>CDDO (10-300 nM) and</td>
<td>• Inhibit growth of MCF-7 cells</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CDDO-Im (10-30 nM)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honda et al. (2004) [251]</td>
<td>CDDO (0.16 μM) and</td>
<td>• Inhibit the proliferation of MCF-7 cells</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CDDO-Me (0.05 μM)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyer et al. (2005) [252]</td>
<td>CDDO (0.5-2μM) and</td>
<td>• Sensitize T47D and MDA-MB-468 cells to TRAIL</td>
<td>Protein: ↑cPARP; ↓Caspase 8, ↓BID, ↓FLIP, ↑DR5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CDDO-Im (0.25-1 μM)</td>
<td>• Induce apoptosis</td>
<td>Flow cytometry: ↑DR4, ↑DR5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Konopleva et al. (2006) [227]</td>
<td>CDDO (1-5 μM)</td>
<td>• Inhibit growth of MCF-7/Neo, MCF-7/HER2, MDA-MB-435/Neo, MDA-MB-435/HER2</td>
<td>Protein: ↓pHer2, ↓Her2, ↓CycD1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ling et al. (2007) [229]</td>
<td>CDDO-Me (0.5 μM)</td>
<td>• Inhibit the proliferation of 4T1 cells</td>
<td>Protein: ↓pSTAT3, ↓pAkt, ↓pSrc, ↓c-Myc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• ↑G2-M phase, ↓cell invasion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmad et al. (2008) [228]</td>
<td>CDDO-Me (1 μM)</td>
<td>• Inhibit the IL-6-induced and constitutive JAK1 activation in MDMB-231 cells</td>
<td>Protein: ↑pJAK1, ↓pSTAT3, ↓pCycD1, ↓Survivin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liby et al. (2008) [253]</td>
<td>CDDO-Me (0.3-1 μM)</td>
<td>• Inhibit the IL-6 induced STAT3 activation in E18-14C-27 and SK-BR-3 cells</td>
<td>CDDO-Me forms adducts with STAT3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Increased the TNF-α-repressed IxBα protein level in SK-BR-3 and MDA-MB-468 cells</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim et al. (2011) [242]</td>
<td>CDDO-Im and CDDO-Me (0.1-1 μM)</td>
<td>• Inhibit proliferation and induce apoptosis in BRCA1-mutated W780 and W0069 cells</td>
<td>Protein: ↑pChk1, ↑pChk2, ↑p21, ↓p-cdc2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• DNA damage: ↑comet assay, ↑γH2AX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim et al. (2012) [281]</td>
<td>CDDO-Me (0.1-1 μM)</td>
<td>• Inhibit the HER2 activation in BRCA1-mutated W780 cells</td>
<td>Protein: ↓pHER2, ↓CycD1, ↓p21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CDDO directly interact with HER2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor γ (PPARγ); Cyclin D1 (CycD1); cleaved Poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (cPARP); Death receptor (DR); Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2); Signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3); phosphorylated STAT3 (pSTAT3); Interleukin-6 (IL-6); Tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α); TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL); Janus kinase 1 (JAK1); BH3 interacting-domain death agonist (BID); FLICE inhibitory protein (FLIP)
### Table 1.8  *In vivo* studies of synthetic triterpenoids in breast cancer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Compounds</th>
<th>Effects</th>
<th>Target molecules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lapillonne et al.</td>
<td>CDDO (i.v., 40 mg/kg/day, twice a week, 3 weeks)</td>
<td>Repressed MDA-MB-435 xenograft tumor growth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2003) [225]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Konopleva et al.</td>
<td>CDDO (i.v., 20 mg/kg/day, three times a week, 3 weeks)</td>
<td>Repressed the growth and burden of MCF-7/Neo or MCF-7/HER2 xenograft tumors</td>
<td>IHC: ↓pHER2, ↓cycD1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyer et al. (2005)</td>
<td>CDDO-Im (i.p., 5 mg/kg/day, 14 days)</td>
<td>Repressed the growth of MDA-MB-468 xenograft tumor in combination with TRAIL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[252]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ling et al. (2007)</td>
<td>CDDO-Me (i.v., 200 μg/mouse; 5 times at 2-day intervals)</td>
<td>Inhibit growth and lung metastasis of 4T1 xenograft tumors</td>
<td>↑Mature spleen dendritic cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[229]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liby et al. (2008)</td>
<td>CDDO-Me (diet, 60-100 mg/kg, 4-45 weeks)</td>
<td>Alone or combination with rexinoid delayed the development of mammary tumors in MMTV-HER2/neu transgenic mouse model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[253]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim et al. (2012)</td>
<td>CDDO-Me (diet, 50 mg/kg, 12-28 weeks)</td>
<td>Delayed the mammary tumor development in Brca1-deficient mouse</td>
<td>Protein: ↓pHER2, ↓HER2, ↓cycD1, ↓γH2AX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[281]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Intravenous (i.v.); Intraperitoneal (i.p.); Immunohistochemistry (IHC); Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2); phosphorylated HER2 (pHER2); Cyclin D1 (cycD1); TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL); Mouse mammary tumor virus (MMTV)
Fig 1.1 Structures of 1α,25(OH)$_2$D$_3$ and Gemini vitamin D analog BXL0124.
Fig. 1.2 Structures of Oleanolic acid, CDDO and CDDO derivatives.
Chapter 2: Differential expression of key signaling proteins in MCF10 cell lines, a human breast cancer progression model

2.1 Introduction

Human breast cancer is a heterogeneous disease which evolves through a multistep process of accumulating genetic changes such as gene mutations, rearrangements and copy number amplifications, loss of heterozygosity, and epigenetic alterations [282,283,284]. Breast cancer originates as benign hyperplasia of mammary duct epithelial cells, and progresses sequentially to atypical ductal hyperplasia (ADH), ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS), and invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC), which eventually metastasizes to distant organs [285]. Various stages commonly co-exist in a single tumor, suggesting that progression of breast cancer is not a linear process.

DCIS, which is non-invasive disease with neoplastic epithelial cells growing within the confined microenvironment of duct, has been demonstrated already equipped with invasive potential and the biological diversity found in IDC [286]. Although the precise initiating processes of mammary tumorigenesis is still poorly understood, DCIS has been generally recognized as the precursor of invasive breast cancers [287,288]. In the early progression from hyperplasia to DCIS, multiple pathological events are occurred, for example loss of heterozygosity has been observed in more than 70% of high-grade DCIS as compared to 35-40% in atypical hyperplasia [289,290]. However, along the progression from DCIS to IDC, most of genetic or molecular alterations are already present at DCIS stage [291,292]. Moreover, the diversity of genetic background in patients has been a limiting factor to identify DCIS with high risk to progress into IDC [292].
Recent studies demonstrated that the activation of autophagy is critical for DCIS cells to avoid hypoxia-induced cell death and progress to IDC since the growing DCIS cells are confined within the duct with limited blood supply [293,294]. In addition, other studies demonstrated that both cancer cells and the tumor-associated microenvironment, such as extracellular matrix and stromal cells, are critical contributors for the progression of DCIS to IDC [61,295,296]. Many of these features cannot be recapitulated in usual in vitro culture system with single breast cancer cell. Therefore, better in vitro and in vivo models should be developed and utilized to understanding the transition from DCIS to IDC.

2.2 The MCF10 human breast cancer progression model

The MCF10 model is a series of cell lines that originated from the human breast epithelial cells, MCF10A [297]. The MCF10 model, including MCF10A, MCF10AT1, MCF10DCIS.com and MCF10CA1a cells, shares the same genetic background and offer a unique model to study breast cancer progression in a cell culture system.

The MCF10A cells are spontaneously immortalized, non-malignant cells obtained from a patient with fibrocystic breast disease [297]. The MCF10A cell line is considered normal because it does not show any characteristics of invasiveness and does not form tumors when transplanted into immunodeficient mice [298]. MCF10AT1 is a pre-malignant cell line produced by transfection of MCF10A with constitutively active HRAS [297,299]; it forms simple ducts and lesions resembling human ADH and DCIS when transplanted into immunodeficient mice [300]. Approximately 25% of the MCF10AT1 cells transplanted into mice eventually produce IDC which indicates tumorigenic potential of MCF10AT1 with slow progression [297]. MCF10DCIS.com is a cell line cloned from cell culture of a MCF10AT1 xenograft lesion. The MCF10DCIS.com cells reproducibly form DCIS-like comedo lesions that spontaneously progress
to IDC as xenografts in immunodeficient mice [301]. MCF10CA1a is the most malignant and aggressive cell line from the MCF10 series; it was derived from the MCF10AT1 cells by multiple passages through immunodeficient mice. The MCF10CA1a cells rapidly generate large tumors without evidence of a precursor stage. In addition, intravenously injected MCF10CA1a cells readily produce tumors in the lungs of immunodeficient mice, indicating metastatic potential of the MCF10CA1a cells [302].

The MCF10 cell lines offer the opportunity to study genetic and molecular events during cancer progression from normal mammary epithelium to metastatic IDC within same genetic background [61,285,303,304,305,306]. Results from gene profiling studies of the MCF10 cell series are summarized in Table 2.1.

2.3 Materials and methods

2.3.1 Cell culture

MCF10A, MCF10AT1, MCF10DCIS.com and MCF10CA1a breast cancer cell lines were provided by Dr. Fred Miller at the Barbara Ann Karmanos Cancer Institute (Detroit, MI) [301]. MCF10A, MCF10AT1, MCF10DCIS.com and MCF10CA1a cells were maintained in DMEM/F12 medium supplemented with 5% horse serum, 1% penicillin/streptomycin, and 1% HEPES solution at 37°C, 5% CO2. For MCF10A and MCF10AT1 cells, 10 μg/ml insulin, 20 ng/ml EGF, 0.5 μg/ml hydrocortisone, and 100 ng/ml cholera toxin were additionally supplemented into culture medium.

2.3.2 Animal experiments in the xenograft model

MCF10AT1, MCF10DCIS.com and MCF10CA1a cells were trypsinized and prepared in Hanks’ Balanced Salt Solution (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). After the midline incision around
second teat in immunodeficient mice, $1 \times 10^6$ cells were injected in the mammary fat pad. The incision was closed by wound clips and the clips were removed after 4 days. Tumor size was measured twice a week.

2.3.3 Western blot analysis

The protein samples were separated on 4-15% SDS-PAGE gels (Biorad, Hercules, CA) followed by transfer to a polyvinylidene fluoride membrane (PALL, Ann Arbor, MI). The membranes were blocked with 5% milk in Tris buffer for 1 h and then incubated with the appropriate primary antibody solutions overnight at 4°C. The membranes were washed with Tris buffer, and incubated with horseradish peroxidase conjugated secondary antibody solutions for 1 h at room temperature. The protein bands were visualized using a chemiluminescence based kit from Amersham Biosciences (Buckinghamshire, UK). The primary antibodies, CD44, which recognizes all CD44 splicing variants, cyclin D1, c-Myc, Pak4, COX-2 were from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA); CD44 containing variant domain 3 (CD44v3) and CD44 containing variant domain 6 (CD44v6) was from R&D System (Minneapolis, MN); pErk, pAkt, STAT3 and Smad4 were from Cell Signaling Technology (Beverly, MA); β-actin was from Sigma (St. Louis, MO); and secondary antibodies were from Santa Cruz Biotechnology.

2.4 Tumorigenicity of MCF10 cell lines in vivo

Tumorigenicity and tumor growth rate of the MCF10AT1, MCF10DCIS.com and MCF10CA1a cells were examined in vivo. One million cells from each cell line except the MCF10A were injected into the mammary fat pad area of immunodeficient mice and the tumor volumes were measured. The MCF10AT1 cells did not form palpable tumors up to 60 days after
the injection (n=4) (Fig. 2.1). Compared to previous studies that reported sporadic incidence of IDC [297], we used fewer MCF10AT1 cells (1x10^6 cells per mouse) and a shorter experimental period which likely decreased the probability of producing IDC. In contrast, the MCF10DCIS.com cells formed tumors in all injected mice (n=9). The average tumor volume reached 1.03 ± 0.54 cm^3 at 45 days after the injection (Fig. 2.1). The MCF10CA1a cells also formed tumors in all mice (n=10), and the average tumor volume reached 1.79 ± 0.92 cm^3 at 21 days after the injection (Fig. 2.1) indicating a faster growth of the MCF10CA1a tumors compared to that of the MCF10DCIS.com tumors. These data confirm the different tumorigenic potential of MCF10 cell lines in vivo.

2.5 Key factors in the HRAS-driven initiation stage of breast cancer

Transformation of MCF10A cells with HRAS produced the MCF10AT1 cell line which showed markedly increased protein levels of c-Myc, cyclin D1 and IGF-IR (Fig. 2.2A). The other two cell lines derived from MCF10AT1 cells, MCF10DCIS.com and MCF10CA1a cells, also exhibit the increased protein levels for c-Myc, cyclin D1 and IGF-IR (Fig. 2.2A). c-Myc, a transcription factor and key regulator of cell proliferation known to contribute to breast cancer development and progression, has been found overexpressed in 45% of breast tumors [307]. Ras enhances the level of c-Myc by stabilizing the c-Myc protein [308]. Furthermore, a study which crossed MMTV/vHa-Ras and MMTV/c-myc transgenic mouse strains demonstrated a synergistic action of these two oncoproteins in accelerating mammary tumor formation [309]. Amplification of c-Myc in the MCF10A cell line has been recently reported [303,310], suggesting a collaborative nature of HRAS and c-Myc aberrant activity to initiate breast cancer. Cyclin D1 is a key regulator of cell cycle and one of the most frequently overexpressed oncoproteins in breast cancer [311]. The expression of cyclin D1 has been shown to be necessary for the transforming
activity of HRAS [312,313]. Moreover, cyclin D1-null mice showed remarkable resistance to mammary tumorigenesis driven by the NEU or RAS oncogene [314]. IGF-IR has critical roles in breast cancer growth, survival and transformation [315]. A systematic review of results from clinical studies revealed an association between high concentrations of circulating IGF-I and an increased risk of breast cancer in pre-menopausal women [316]. Our data suggest that c-Myc, cyclin D1 and IGF-IR contribute to HRAS-driven cancer initiation stage.

2.6 Key signaling proteins in malignant transformation of the MCF10 model by spontaneous mutagenesis

pErk, pAkt, Stat3 and Pak4 were highly expressed only in cell lines that form tumors quickly in immunodeficient mice–MCF10DCIS.com and MCF10CA1a (Fig. 2.2B). Importantly, their protein levels were markedly increased in the more aggressive MCF10DCIS.com and MCF10CA1a cells when compared with the MCF10AT1 cells (Fig. 2.2B). Erk and Akt are central protein kinases that mediate cellular responses to a diverse range of extracellular stimuli, including growth factors and cytokines, to regulate cell cycle progression and cell motility [317]. Although both the Erk pathway and the PI3-kinase activity can be stimulated by transfection of activated Ras [306], the high level of activated forms of Erk and Akt - pErk and pAkt - is found only in MCF10DCIS.com and MCF10CA1a cell lines, indicating that overactivation of Erk and Akt might be critical for developing malignant breast cancer. Moreover, the most common activating PIK3CA mutation in human cancers (H1047R) [318,319] has been detected in the MCF10CA1a cell line, but not in MCF10A and MCF10AT1 cells [303,306], suggesting the PIK3CA activating mutation as a critical genetic alteration of malignant phenotype in both human breast cancer and the MCF10 model. Activated Stat3 is found in approximately 70% of breast tumors and is often associated with invasive and metastatic phenotype of cancers [320].
Moreover, recent studies demonstrated that Stat3 has a crucial role in inducing and maintaining pro-carcinogenic inflammatory microenvironment during cancer progression [115]. Pak4, a serine/threonine kinase, was found to be highly expressed in human breast cancer and to be associated with a signaling pathway leading to malignant transformation [321,322,323]. A recent study demonstrated that overexpression of Pak4 in normal mammary epithelial cells disrupted the cell polarity and led to the formation of mammary tumors in immunodeficient mice [323].

2.7 Key proteins contributing to breast cancer progression in the MCF10 model

CD44v, CD44v3, CD44v6, HER2, COX-2 and Smad4 showed a gradual increase in protein expression from MCF10A to MCF10CA1a cells (Fig. 2.2C). We hypothesized that this group of proteins might be associated with breast cancer progression since their increased expression corresponds to increased cellular malignancy in the MCF10 model. CD44, encoded by a single gene, has multiple isoforms produced by alternative splicing of 10 variable exons [324]. CD44 is a cell-surface glycoprotein involved in cell-cell and cell-extracellular matrix interactions [325]. CD44 functions as a receptor for hyaluronan and other extracellular ligands such as osteopontin, collagens, and matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) to mediate responses from the microenvironment, which lead to cancer cell survival and invasion [325]. Interestingly, CD44 has been used as a key cancer stem cell surface marker in various malignancies including breast cancer [325]. Recent studies demonstrated that activation of CD44 by high molecular weight hyaluronan stabilizes multidrug-resistant proteins in the cell membrane, suggesting a role of CD44 in drug resistance [326]. CD44 also has a role as a co-receptor for multiple receptor tyrosine kinases such as HER2, IGF-IR, epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) and Met receptor in cancer cells [327,328,329]. With the wide range of functions, many preclinical studies targeting CD44 with siRNA, antibodies, transcriptional inhibitors, and competitive antagonists
have shown inhibition of cancer cell growth, tumorigenesis, and metastasis [330,331,332,333,334]. Our results indicate that decreased expression of CD44s (the standard 85-kDa isoform) and increased expression of CD44v (the variants 100 to 250-kDa isoform) correlate with the increasing malignant potential of the MCF10 cell lines (Fig. 2.2C). A Western blot analysis with antibodies which specifically recognize CD44v3 and CD44v6 confirmed the increased expression of both of these isoforms in malignant MCF10 cells (Fig. 2.2C). Our findings suggest that CD44v, but not CD44s, may be associated with aggressive and invasive breast cancer. The CD44-hyaluronan interaction activates the HER signaling, induces the transcription of COX-2 [335], and also activates IGF-IR [328]. CD44, particularly the CD44v6 isoform, acts as a co-receptor for Met receptor through HGF binding, which in turn activates Stat3 and leads to tumor progression and invasion [336]. The CD44- phosphorylated ERM (ezrin-radixin-moesin) proteins initiate the activation of TGF-β-RII and downstream Smad signaling [337]. HER2 is overexpressed in approximately 20-30% of invasive breast cancer and is strongly associated with poor patient survival [8]. A recent study demonstrated that overexpression of HER2 in the MCF10A cell line induced epithelial-mesenchymal transition and cell invasion [338]. Our results show gradually increased expression of HER2 proteins from MCF10AT1 to MCF10CA1a cells (Fig. 2.2C), suggesting a critical role of HER2 in breast cancer progression and invasion. COX-2 is one of the downstream targets of HER2 signaling pathway; a strong correlation between COX-2 and HER2 expression has been revealed in a large clinical investigation [339,340]. Moreover, up-regulated COX-2 expression has been associated with aggressive DCIS phenotype in both ER-positive and ER-negative breast cancers [341,342]. Our results also show a corresponding pattern between COX-2 and HER2 protein expression and its correlation to malignant potential in the MCF10 cell model (Fig. 2.2C).
2.8 Breast cancer invasion and metastasis

Metastasized tumor growth at distant sites is the main cause of death from breast cancer [343]. Approximately 40% of early-stage breast cancer patients relapse and ultimately die of metastatic cancer, but accurate prediction of the risk of metastasis is still not possible [343]. Comprehensive molecular profiling of the transition from DCIS and IDC to metastatic cancer has not yet identified tumor stage-specific signatures [61]. Malignant precursor cells with metastatic capacity may already develop at early stages of tumorigenesis [293,344]. In addition, stromal cells in the environment surrounding the primary tumor are involved in facilitating metastasis [345]. Therefore, both tumor microenvironment and epithelial cells have to be considered in tumor invasion and metastasis. Among the panel of MCF10 cell lines, the MCF10DCIS.com cells are particularly interesting because they can form DCIS-like lesions which spontaneously progress into IDC in immunodeficient mice [60]. MCF10DCIS.com xenograft tumors showed increased expression of stromal cell-derived factor-1 (SDF-1) in stromal cells, which is known to be highly induced by tumor-associated fibroblasts, and increased expression of CXCR4, the receptor of SDF-1, in epithelial cancer cells during the DCIS to IDC transition [60]. Although the MCF10DCIS.com xenograft model mimicked some aspects of the dynamic interaction between epithelial cancer cells and stromal cells, the utility of such model might be limited because of human-mouse differences in the epithelial-stromal interaction. In the present study, we did not attempt to identify molecules associated with cancer cell invasion and metastasis because the influence of microenvironment cannot be fully reproduced in the cell culture system we used for our study.
2.9 Conclusion

Results of this study have identified differences in the expression level of several key signaling proteins among 4 cell lines of the MCF10 series, a model representing different stages of breast cancer. By linking the observed changes to capability of the cell lines to form xenograft tumors in immunodeficient mice – from immortalized but non-malignant to highly malignant and invasive – the analyzed proteins were grouped based on their potential roles in tumor development. We concluded that c-Myc, cyclin D1, and IGF-IR may have a role during the initiation stage of cancer development since their increased levels were found in all HRAS-transformed cells including those that did not form tumors in the present xenograft experiment. In contrast, high expression of pErk, pAkt, Stat3 and Pak4 was observed only in cell lines that form tumors in immunodeficient mice which suggests that these proteins are activated later and may be important for the maintenance of malignancy. CD44v, CD44v3, CD44v6, HER2, COX-2 and Smad4, which showed protein expression gradually increasing from non-malignant to highly malignant and invasive cells, may represent a group associated with breast cancer progression. CD44 is a particularly interesting protein whose multiple isoforms are likely involved in various stages of cancer development; our results showing an association between the increasing expression of CD44v and increasing malignant potential of the MCF10 cell lines suggest a benefit of high levels of CD44v for the cancer cell malignant progression possibly by activating multiple signaling pathways through receptor kinases. Mapping of the complex network of molecular interactions leading to the selection of increasingly more aggressive cancer cells during progression of breast cancer requires experimental models that can be relatively easily studied, such as the MCF10. Although development of malignancy is a continuous process of cellular selection driven by an increasing capacity to proliferate and manage resources, and a decreasing capacity to die and interact with the environment, it may be mediated by a relatively small
number of factors. Identification of these critical elements will ultimately lead to the design of more efficient therapeutics and better prognosis for cancer patients.
Table 2.1 Protein and gene profiling studies using the MCF10 breast cancer progression model [346].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Differential expression of genes or proteins in the MCF10 breast cancer progression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Worsham et al.      | Multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification assay (MLPA)             | - MCF10A: Loss of one copy of CCND2 and IGF-IR / Homozygous loss of ERBB2, CDKN2A and CDKN2B gene / Gain of MYC  
                      |                                                                              | - MCF10AT1: Restoration of ERBB2 and CCND2 / Gain of IL13, VEGF, HRAS, TRAF2       
                      |                                                                              | - MCF10CA1a: Gain of BCAS2, IL12A and MME / Restoration of IGFR                 |
| Rhee et al.         | Comparative microarray analysis                                           | - Down-regulation of TNFSF7, S100A4, S100A7, S100A8 and S100A9, and KLK5 and THBS1 were associated with transformation and progression of breast cancer in MCF10AT model  
                      |                                                                              | - Demonstrated that the down-regulation of genes in malignant cell lines can be epigenetically reversed |
| Marella et al.      | Spectral karyotyping, Array comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH) and cDNA microarray | - Up-regulated genes in MCF10CA1a: SEPP1, DCN, FBN1, PTGER2, AOX1, MUC1, MMP2, FN1, RB1, CDKNB1, CCND3, IL7 and IL18  
                      |                                                                              | - Down-regulated genes in MCF10CA1a: CDH1, IL1B, S100A14, BDKRB2, VEGF, BRAF, ERBB2, EGFR, HRAS, MYC, PTEN, IL1A and IL1B |
| Kadota et al.       | Combination of high density SNP analysis and mutation analysis by sequencing | - MCF10A: CDKN2A deletion and MYC amplification  
                      |                                                                              | - MCF10AT1: HRAS activation  
                      |                                                                              | - MCF10CA1h: activating PIK3CA mutation / LRPIB, FHIT and CDH13 deletion  
                      |                                                                              | - MCF10CA1a: activating PIK3CA mutation / LRPIB and RUNX1 deletion |
| Kim et al.          | IHC and western blot analysis                                             | - Increased Ras, Rac, Rho and active forms of PDK1, eIF4E and 4E-BP1 protein level in malignant cells of MCF10AT model  
                      |                                                                              | - Western blot of cell lines and immunohistochemistry of xenograft tumor demonstrated elevated expression of phospho-AKT and phospho-FOXO 1,3a and 4 |
| Choong et al.       | Proteome-wide analysis                                                    | - The cancer progression of MCF10AT1 model is associated with a major-reprogramming in metabolism  
                      |                                                                              | - MCF10CA cell lines: increased expression of AK1 and ATOX1 / decreased expression of HIST1H2BM |
| Mbeunkui et al.     | Analysis of conditioned medium proteome using LC-MS/MS                   | - Differential expression of secreted proteins in MCF10AT model  
                      |                                                                              | - High secretion level of alpha-1-antichymotrypsin and galectin-3-binding protein in MCF10DCIS.com and MCF10CA cell lines  
                      |                                                                              | - Galectin-3-binding protein has been associated with aggressiveness of other types of cancers |
| Chen et al.         | Combination of phosphotyrosyl affinity enrichment, iTRAQ and LC-MS/MS analysis | - TOLLIP, WBP2, NSFL1C, SLC4A7, CYFIP1 and RPS2 were detected as novel proteins that underwent differential phosphorylation during breast cancer progression in MCF10AT model |
| Wang et al.         | Combination of membrane extraction and lectin affinity methods with LC-MS/MS analysis | - Differential expression of membrane glycoprotein in MCF10AT model  
                      |                                                                              | - CD44, Gamma-glutamyl hydrolase, Galectin-3-binding protein and Syndecan-1 were associated with malignant breast cancer cell lines |

Single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP); Immunohistochemistry (IHC); Isobaric tags for relative and absolute quantitation (iTRAQ); Liquid chromatography (LC); Mass spectrometry (MS)
Fig. 2.1 Comparison of xenograft tumor growth of MCF10 series of human breast cancer cells. MCF10AT1 (n=4), MCF10DCIS.com (n=9) or MCF10CA1a (n=10) cells were injected into mammary fat pad area of immunodeficient nu/nu mice (1x10^6 cells per animal) as described previously [275].
A. Protein levels increased by transformation by HRAS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10A</th>
<th>AT1</th>
<th>DCIS</th>
<th>CA1a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IGF-IR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CycD1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c-Myc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-Actin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Protein levels associated with malignant tumor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10A</th>
<th>AT1</th>
<th>DCIS</th>
<th>CA1a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pErk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pAkt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stat3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pak4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-Actin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Protein levels increased along with breast cancer progression

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10A</th>
<th>AT1</th>
<th>DCIS</th>
<th>CA1a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CD44v</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD44s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD44v3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD44v6</td>
<td></td>
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Fig. 2.2 Comparison of the protein levels for key signaling molecules among MCF10A, MCF10AT1, MCF10DCIS.com and MCF10CA1a cell lines. The four cell lines were incubated in the culture medium (DMEM/F12 supplemented with 5% horse serum, 1% penicillin/streptomycin, 10 μg/ml insulin, 20 ng/ml EGF, 0.5 μg/ hydrocortisone, and 100 ng/ml cholera toxin) at 37°C, 5% CO2 for 2 days. The expression level of key signaling proteins was analyzed by western blot. (A) c-Myc, cyclin D1 and IGF-IR, whose protein levels are up-regulated in MCF10AT1, MCF10DCIS.com and MCF10CA1a cell lines, are categorized as a HRAS transformation-induced molecular event. (B) pErk, pAkt, Stat3, Pak4, whose protein levels are increased in MCF10DCIS.com and MCF10CA1a cell lines, are categorized as contributors of tumor malignancy. (C) CD44v, CD44v3, CD44v6, Her2, COX-2 and Smad4, whose protein level is gradually increased from MCF10A to MCF10CA1a cell lines, are categorized as markers of breast cancer progression.
Chapter 3: Repression of the expression of a stem cell marker CD44 by a novel Gemini vitamin D analog in basal-like breast cancer

3.1. Introduction

Conventional chemotherapies have been able to effectively shrink solid tumors, but in some cases the chemotherapies have not produced long-term clinical remissions without recurrence and metastasis [351]. Recently, it has been suggested that cancer stem cells, which represent a subset of tumor cells, are responsible for the origin and maintenance of tumors. Moreover, cancer stem cells are believed to be the main cause of metastasis and recurrences of cancer because of their strong tumor initiating abilities and resistance to conventional therapies [351,352,353].

A transmembrane glycoprotein, CD44, first known to be involved in cell-cell interaction and cell adhesion, has been identified as a key cell-surface marker for cancer stem cells in pancreas cancer, prostate cancer, head and neck squamous cell carcinoma and breast cancer [354,355,356,357]. Induction of CD44 expression in human breast cancer cell lines has been shown to enhance self-renewal, mammosphere growth, and drug resistance, demonstrating functional roles of CD44 in breast cancer stem cells [358]. CD44 is also known as an important mediator for the response of cells to their cellular microenvironment [325]. Al-Hajj et al first identified breast cancer stem cells from human breast cancer specimens, which are rich in CD44^+/CD24^-low cells, and showed that this distinct population of cells had exclusive ability to form tumors in mice [357]. A clinical study also indicated that CD44^+/CD24^-low cells were enriched in residual breast cancers after conventional therapies [359].

The MCF10DCIS.com cell line is one of the derivatives of the MCF10A series, which is a unique human model of breast tumor progression reflecting basal-like breast cancer [301,310].
Behbod et al. showed that MCF10DCIS.com cells also contained CD44+/CD24−/low subpopulations that formed a large number of DCIS-like lesions in xenografted mammary tumors [360]. Moreover, the bipotential progenitor properties of MCF10DCIS.com cells, which give rise to not only epithelial cells but also myoepithelial cells in mouse xenografts, demonstrate the ability of generating heterogeneous cell populations [61], suggesting that the MCF10DCIS.com cell line might be a useful model for studying the efficacy of preventive and therapeutic agents for inhibiting breast cancer stem cells.

In our previous study, novel Gemini vitamin D analogs inhibited the growth of MCF10DCIS.com cells in vitro and in vivo. [275]. Because of the importance of CD44 as a cancer stem cell marker and its suggested functional roles in breast cancer, we hypothesized that 1α,25(OH)2D3 or Gemini vitamin D analogs might regulate the proliferation of MCF10DCIS.com cells, which contains high proportion of CD44+ breast cancer stem cell subpopulation, by targeting CD44. In this chapter, we examined the effects of Gemini vitamin D analog BXL0124 on regulation of CD44 in culture MCF10DCIS.com cells in vitro and in MCF10DCIS.com xenograft tumors in vivo.

3.2. Material and methods

3.2.1. Reagents and cell culture

1α,25(OH)2D3 and Gemini vitamin D analog BXL0124 [1α,25-dihydroxy-20R-21(3-hydroxy-3-deuteromethyl-4,4,4-trideuterobutyl)-23-yne-26,27-hexafluoro-cholecalciferol, refer to 2S-1 in reference [361], >95% purity)] (Fig. 1A) were provided by BioXell, Inc. (Nutley, NJ) and dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). For in vivo animal experiments, BXL0124 was diluted in cremophore/PBS (1:8, v/v) or in sesame oil (Sigma, MO) for i.p. injection or oral administration, respectively. The human MCF10DCIS.com breast cancer cell line was provided
by Dr. Fred Miller at the Barbara Ann Karmanos Cancer Institute (Detroit, MI) [301]. MCF10DCIS.com and MCF10CA1a cells were maintained in DMEM/F12 medium supplemented with 5% horse serum, 1% penicillin/streptomycin, and 1% HEPES solution at 37°C, 5% CO₂.

3.2.2. Quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR)

The procedures have been previously reported [160]. Labeled primers, including glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase, osteopontin and CD44 were obtained from Applied Biosystem (Carlsbad, CA).

3.2.3. Transient transfection of CD44 and promoter assay

The detailed procedures have been described previously [362]. pCMV-β-gal vector was provided by Dr. David Mangelsdorf (University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, TX). CD44 promoter- and p53 binding site-mutated CD44 promoter-luciferase reporter vectors were provided by Dr. Robert A. Weinberg (Whitehead institute for Biomedical Research, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA). For the transient transfection, vectors were mixed with FuGene6 Transfection Reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), and MCF10DCIS.com cells were incubated with the mixtures for 6 h in serum free DMEM/F12 medium. Then, cells were treated with compounds for 24 h in 0.1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) containing DMEM/F12 medium. Luciferase activity was measured with a Veritas Microplate Luminometer (Turner Biosystems, Sunnyvale, CA) and normalized for β-galactosidase activity.

3.2.4. Western blot analysis

The procedure was described previously [362] and the primary antibodies, CD44, which recognizes all CD44 splicing variants was from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA);
CD44 containing variant domain 3 (CD44v3) and CD44 containing variant domain 6 (CD44v6) was from R&D System (Minneapolis, MN); vitamin D receptor (VDR) was from Thermo Scientific (Lafayette, CO); β-actin was from Sigma (St. Louis, MO); and secondary antibodies were from Santa Cruz Biotechnology.

3.2.5. Fluorescence microscopy

MCF10DCIS.com cells were incubated in glass bottom dishes (MatTek, Ashland, MA) with or without BXL0124 (10 nM). Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde, blocked with 10% BSA, and then incubated sequentially with CD44 primary antibody (Santa Cruz, CA) (1:100), fluorophore conjugated secondary antibody (Alexa Fluor® 488, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). The cells were irradiated with green laser at 488 nm for detection of CD44 and with UV light at 364 nm for nuclear staining by DAPI.

3.2.6. Animal experiments in the xenograft model

The detailed procedure for the injection of MCF10DCIS.com cells was described previously [275]. To determine mammary tumor growth, MCF10DCIS.com cells were injected into the mammary fat pad area in severe combined immunodeficient (SCID) mice (4 per group), and mice were sacrificed at 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 weeks after injection. Tumors were collected for further analysis. To test the anti-cancer activity of Gemini vitamin D analog BXL0124, MCF10DCIS.com cells were xenografted into the mammary fat pad area in nu/nu or SCID mice. Then, vehicle control (0.1 ml) or Gemini vitamin D analog BXL0124 (0.03 or 0.1 μg/kg body weight in 0.1 ml vehicle) was administered either intraperitoneally or orally 6 days a week from day 4 until the end of experiment. Body weight and tumor size were measured twice a week. Five
weeks after the injection of MCF10DCIS.com cells, mammary tumors were weighed and collected for further analysis. All animal studies were done in accordance with an institutionally approved protocol.

3.2.7 Analysis of serum calcium level

Calcium concentration in serum samples was determined with calcium reagent set (POINTE Scientific, INC. Canton, MI) by following the manufacturer’s protocol. In brief, serum (4 μL) was mixed with the appropriately diluted reagent (200 μL) in a 96-well plate. After incubating for 1 min, the plate was read at 550 nm using a microplate reader (Tecan US, Inc., Morrisville, NC). The calcium concentration was calculated from calcium standards provided by the manufacturer.

3.2.8 Immunohistochemistry and quantification

The procedure for immunohistochemistry was described previously [275]. The slides were incubated overnight at -4°C with CD44 primary antibody (1:50; Santa Cruz, CA) or PCNA primary antibody (1:1000; BD Pharmingen, San Diego, CA). The numbers of cells according to CD44 membrane staining intensity or PCNA nuclear staining intensity were quantified by using a Scan Scope program (Aperio, Vista, CA).

3.2.9 Flow cytometry

MCF10DCIS.com cells were incubated with DMSO, 1α,25(OH)2D3 or BXL0124 (10 nM) for 24 h. Cells were trypsinized into single cell suspension, counted, washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), and stained with antibodies against CD44-APC and CD24-PE (BD Pharmingen, San Jose, CA). The cells (500,000 cells/well) were incubated with antibodies for 20 min on ice. Unbound antibodies were washed off and cells were analyzed on a BD FACSAArray™ bioanalyzer (BD bioscience, San Jose, CA).
3.2.10 Knockdown of VDR by siRNA

The detailed procedure was previously described [363]. MCF10DCIS.com cells were incubated without siRNA or with 1 μM of negative control siRNA or each of two VDR siRNAs targeting different sequences in the VDR gene (Thermo scientific, Lafayette, CO) for 72 h in Accell siRNA delivery medium (Thermo Scientific). The cells were followed by incubation with DMSO or BXL0124 (10 nM) for 24 h in cell culture medium.

3.2.11 Statistical analysis

Statistical significance was evaluated using the Student’s t test.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Inhibition of MCF10DCIS.com xenograft mammary tumor growth by Gemini vitamin D analog in vivo.

We previously demonstrated that novel Gemini vitamin D analogs had better efficacy for growth inhibition of MCF10DCIS.com cells than 1α,25(OH)2D3 in vitro [275]. In our present study, we investigated the inhibitory effect of a potent Gemini vitamin D BXL0124 (Fig. 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3) on the growth of MCF10DCIS.com xenograft mammary tumors in SCID as well as in nu/nu mice. In SCID mice, when BXL0124 was given intraperitoneally at the dose of 0.1 μg/kg body weight, average tumor volume and weight were significantly reduced by 75% (p<0.01) and 66% (p<0.01), respectively (Fig. 3.1). In nu/nu mice, oral administration of BXL0124 at the dose of 0.1 μg/kg body weight suppressed tumor size and tumor weight by 47% (p<0.05) and 52% (p<0.05), respectively (Fig. 3.2). When BXL0124 was administered orally at the dose of 0.03 and 0.1 μg/kg bodyweight, tumor volume and weight were significantly reduced in MCF10DCIS.com
xenografted SCID mice (Fig. 3.3). Tumor volume was reduced by BXL0124 treatment at the dose of 0.03 and 0.1 µg/kg body weight by 36% ($p<0.05$) and 49% ($p<0.05$), respectively. Tumor weight was decreased by 37% ($p<0.05$) and 52% ($p<0.05$) with 0.03 and 0.1 µg/kg body weight of BXL0124 treatment, respectively (Fig. 3.3). In all animal studies, both intraperitoneal injection and oral administration of BXL0124 at the doses tested did not cause any significant changes in body weights and serum calcium levels, indicating no hypercalcemic toxicity at the given doses at the time period of this experiment (Fig. 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3).

### 3.3.2 The expression of CD44 in MCF10DCIS.com xenograft mammary tumors during tumor growth.

MCF10DCIS.com cells form DCIS like lesions which spontaneously progress to invasive tumors when they are xenografted into immunodeficient mice [301]. Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining showed that MCF10DCIS.com cells xenografted into the mammary fat pad of SCID mice produced lesions which are histologically similar to DCIS of human breast cancers by week 2. By week 3, comedo DCIS-like lesions with apoptotic centers were formed and invasive tumor lesions were also detected. A majority of tumors became invasive by week 4 (Fig. 3.4A). Throughout the growth of tumors and transition from the DCIS-like lesions to invasive tumors, CD44 proteins were dominantly expressed in the membrane of epithelial cells in MCF10DCIS.com xenograft tumors (Fig. 3.4). Tumor growth from weeks 1 to 5 was measured, and the average tumor volumes for weeks 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 were 0.02, 0.03, 0.05, 0.14 and 0.41 cm$^3$, respectively (Fig. 3.4B).
3.3.3 Repression CD44 by BXL0124 in MCF10DCIS.com xenograft tumors in vivo.

BXL0124 was given orally at the dose of 0.1 µg/kg body weight in nu/nu mice (Fig. 3.2). All tumors (one tumor for each mouse) were pooled for each group (n=5) and analyzed for CD44 protein expression level by Western blot analysis. The protein expression levels for both the standard form of CD44 (CD44s, the most widely expressed standard isoform of CD44, 85 kDa) and variant forms of CD44 (CD44v, 100 ~ 250 kDa) were markedly down-regulated by BXL0124. The repression of CD44v3 and CD44v6 variants expression by BXL0124 treatment was also shown by using antibodies that specifically recognized individual variant forms (Fig. 3.5A). The expression of proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), a marker for cell proliferation, was also significantly repressed by BXL0124 treatment (Fig. 3.5A). In the histological evaluation using H&E staining of mammary tumors, we confirmed that all mammary tumors from the control and BXL0124 treatment groups were determined to be adenocarcinomas (Fig. 3.5B). However, both CD44 and PCNA expression levels of MCF10DCIS.com xenograft tumors in nu/nu mice were significantly decreased in BXL0124-treated group when compared to the control (Fig. 3.5C). Three mammary tumors from each group were selected and three representative areas from each tumor were analyzed to quantify the staining intensity by using Scan Scope. The staining intensities of CD44 and PCNA were scored from 3+ (the strongest staining) to 0+ (negative staining) in each individual epithelial cell automatically. In both the control and BXL0124-treated groups, CD44 protein was localized exclusively on the plasma membrane of epithelial cells in mammary tumors. The distribution of cell fraction by CD44 staining intensity in the control group was 48% (3+), 32% (2+) and 20% (1+), whereas BXL0124-treated group showed 15% (3+), 62% (2+) and 23% (1+) of CD44 staining intensity (Fig. 3.5C). For PCNA staining, 82% of cells were PCNA-positive in control group whereas 62% of cells were PCNA-positive in BXL0124-treated group (Fig. 3.5C). Eighteen % of cells were
PCNA-negative in the control group, while 38% of cells were PCNA-negative in the BXL0124-treated group (p<0.01) (Fig. 3.5C).

### 3.3.4 Reduction of the level of CD44 protein by BXL0124 in MCF10DCIS.com cells in a VDR-dependent manner.

Next, we tested the effect of 1α,25(OH)2D3 or BXL0124 on the protein expression level of CD44 in MCF10DCIS.com cells in vitro. We found that 1α,25(OH)2D3 or BXL0124 down-regulated the protein expression of CD44s (85 kDa) and CD44v (100 ~ 250 kDa) in a dose-dependent manner. However, BXL0124 was more effective than 1α,25(OH)2D3 in MCF10DCIS.com cells (Fig. 3.6A). We have also tested the effect of BXL0124 on the CD44 marker in a different cell line, MCF10CA1a, which is known to be a highly aggressive cell line with metastatic capability among the MCF10 cell line series. BXL0124 also down-regulated the protein expression level of both CD44s and CD44v in MCF10CA1a cells (Fig. 3.6A). DAPI staining was used to recognize the nuclear morphology of cells. We found that the CD44 protein was localized specifically in the plasma membrane and the expression level was reduced by BXL0124 treatment without changes of any sub-cellular localization (Fig. 3.6B). MCF10DCIS.com cells were co-stained with CD44 and CD24 for flow cytometry. The significant reduction of CD44-conjugated fluorescent intensity was observed when only CD44 was detected with flow cytometry (p<0.01) (Fig. 3.7A). The fraction of CD44+/hi/CD24−/lo cells, the sub population in which breast cancer stem cells are enriched, was significantly decreased by BXL0124 treatment (p<0.01), while the fraction of CD44+/hi/CD24+ cells were increased by BXL0124 treatment (p<0.01) (Fig. 3.7B). Because the active form of vitamin D3, 1α,25(OH)2D3, exerts the majority of its biological functions such as transcriptional activation or repression through binding to vitamin D receptor (VDR), we further tested whether the repression of CD44
is dependent on VDR. Knock-down of VDR by using two different VDR siRNAs blocked the repression of CD44 protein expression by BXL0124 in MCF10DCIS.com cells, indicating that the down-regulation of CD44 by BXL0124 is a VDR-dependent event (Fig. 3.8).

3.3.5 Suppression of CD44 mRNA with induction of osteopontin mRNA by BXL0124 in MCF10DCIS.com breast cancer cells.

The transcriptional regulation of CD44 and osteopontin expression was investigated in MCF10DCIS.com cells. The down-regulation of CD44 mRNA by 1α,25(OH)2D3 (10 nM) or BXL0124 (10 nM) in MCF10DCIS.com cells was determined at different time points, and it showed maximum inhibition at 4 h with both compounds (Fig. 3.9A). When MCF10DCIS.com cells were treated with 1α,25(OH)2D3 or BXL0124 for 4 h, CD44 mRNA expression was down-regulated in a dose-dependent manner, and BXL0124 showed stronger repressive effect than 1α,25(OH)2D3 at the same doses (Fig. 3.9B). Because osteopontin, which is one of the target genes regulated by vitamin D, is known to interact with CD44, we also investigated the regulation of osteopontin mRNA by BXL0124. Both 1α,25(OH)2D3 (10 nM) and BXL0124 (10 nM) induced the expression of osteopontin mRNA starting at 4 h, and the induction of osteopontin mRNA by BXL0124 was stronger than by 1α,25(OH)2D3 at 24 h (Fig. 3.10A). When MCF10DCIS.com cells were treated with 1α,25(OH)2D3 or BXL0124 for 4 h, osteopontin mRNA expression was induced in a dose-dependent manner (Fig. 3.10B).
3.3.6 Repression of the transactivation of CD44 promoter by BXL0124 in MCF10DCIS.com cells in a p53 dependent manner.

The transcriptional repression of CD44 by 1α,25(OH)2D3 or BXL0124 was shown by a CD44 promoter assay. Although both 1α,25(OH)2D3 and BXL0124 repressed transactivation of the CD44 promoter in a dose-dependent manner, BXL0124 showed a more potent inhibitory effect than 1α,25(OH)2D3 (Fig. 3.11A). Recently, p53 was reported to inhibit CD44 expression via binding to a p53-binding sequence on the CD44 promoter [364]. Therefore, we determined the involvement of p53 for the repression of CD44 by BXL0124. The repression of CD44 promoter transactivation by BXL0124 was abolished when the p53-binding site of the CD44 promoter was mutated, indicating p53 is necessary for the CD44 repression by BXL0124 (Fig. 3.11B).

3.4 Discussion

Accumulating evidence indicates that cancer stem cells are responsible for tumor-initiation, recurrence, metastasis, and the resistance to conventional chemotherapies [62,365]. Therefore, these cancer stem cells are becoming a critical target for cancer therapeutics. CD44 is a key cell-surface marker for cancer stem cells in pancreatic, prostate and breast cancer [355,356,357]. Recently, Godar et al demonstrated that CD44 suppression by CD44-specific shRNA infection not only inhibited tumor growth but also reduced the tumor-initiating ability of a human breast cancer cell xenograft [364]. Also, CD44 targeting by specific antibody treatment inhibited tumor recurrence after chemotherapy induced remission of tumors in human breast cancer xenografts [330]. These findings indicate that CD44 has a direct role in tumor initiation and recurrence in addition to serving as a useful marker for breast cancer stem cells.
CD44, a transmembrane glycoprotein encoded by a single gene with at least 19 exons, has multiple variants produced by alternative splicing [325]. In breast cancer, CD44 variants (CD44v, 100 – 250 kDa) rather than a standard CD44 (CD44s, 85 kDa) have been strongly associated with cancer metastasis and poor disease-free rate [324]. Among many different CD44 variants, CD44v3, which is typically modified by heparin-sulphate side chains, is known to recruit matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and induce cell invasion and survival signaling [325,366]. In several cell lines, CD44v6 forms complex with Met receptor and acts as co-receptor to promote cell growth [325,329]. In addition, CD44v6 has been shown to interact with osteopontin, one of target genes known to be regulated by vitamin D and its analogs [160,325,367]. The overexpression of endogenous osteopontin enhanced expression of CD44v6 protein, which may be essential for mediating osteopontin-induced tumor cell metastasis [368]. Because of the biological importance of CD44 variants, we investigated whether BXL0124 regulates the protein expression of CD44 variants, CD44v3 and CD44v6. MCF10DCIS.com xenograft mammary tumors expressed high level of CD44v3 and CD44v6, and the expression of these variants was markedly reduced by BXL0124 treatment, suggesting that repression of CD44 variants may contribute to the growth inhibitory effect of BXL0124.

In the previous study, we reported that a Gemini vitamin D analog significantly inhibited the growth of MCF10DCIS.com xenografted tumors in immunodeficient mice [275]. However, mechanistic studies including the upstream mediator regulated by the Gemini vitamin D analogs have not been determined in this model. Since CD44 is a main receptor for several key extracellular matrix proteins such as osteopontin and hyaluronan [325], the repression of CD44 by 1α,25(OH)2D3 and its analogs may contribute to their anti-cancer activities. A recent colon cancer study demonstrated that 1α,25(OH)2D3 or its analogs increased the expression of osteopontin, but they suppressed the expression of CD44 and enhanced the expression of E-cadherin which may contribute to their inhibitory effect on adenoma formation in ApcMin/+ mice.
In the present study, BXL0124 decreased the expression of CD44 mRNA and protein (Fig. 3.6A, 3.9A and 3.9B) while inducing the expression of osteopontin mRNA (Fig. 3.10A and 3.10B) in cultured MCF10DCIS.com cells. Although BXL0124 induced the expression of osteopontin mRNA, the repression of its receptor, CD44, may be the primary contributor to the growth inhibitory effect of BXL0124 on MCF10DCIS.com cells.

Godar et al found that the p53 tumor suppressor inhibits expression of CD44 via binding to a p53-binding sequence in the CD44 promoter in transformed human mammary epithelial cells, suggesting that CD44 repression by p53 is critical for the tumor suppressive action of p53 [364]. In the present study, repression of CD44 promoter transactivation by BXL0124 treatment was abolished when the p53-binding site in CD44 promoter was mutated. This observation indicates that p53 is crucially involved in the repression of CD44 by BXL0124, although exact molecular mechanisms of action involving p53 need to be further investigated. To determine how vitamin D and a Gemini vitamin D analog regulate the expression of CD44, we also investigated the involvement of the VDR. It is well known that the majority of the biological functions of vitamin D are exerted through binding to VDR [132]. We demonstrated that knock-down of VDR using siRNA resulted in reversing the inhibitory effect of BXL0124 on CD44 repression (Fig. 3.8). Furthermore, we found that putative VDRE sequences are present in the CD44 promoter region (personal communication with Dr. Fang Liu), suggesting that the VDR liganded by vitamin D or its analog may directly bind to CD44 promoter region to repress its expression.

### 3.5 Conclusion

MCF10DCIS.com cells highly expressed CD44, predominantly CD44v, in vivo and in vitro. In this chapter, we demonstrated the repression of CD44 expression by the Gemini vitamin D analog BXL0124 in vivo and in vitro, which is likely via VDR- and p53-dependent
mechanisms. Our study suggests novel Gemini vitamin D analogs as potentially useful agents for repressing CD44 expressing cancer stem cells in breast cancer.
Fig. 3.1 Repression of the growth of MCF10DCIS.com xenograft tumors by intraperitoneal injection of BXL0124 in SCID mice. BXL0124 (0.1 μg/kg body weight) was given intraperitoneally in MCF10DCIS.com xenografted SCID mice 6 times a week (n=5). Tumor volume was measured twice a week. Final tumor weight was measured at necropsy. Serum was collected at necropsy and analyzed to determine serum calcium level. The data are presented as the mean ± standard error (statistical analysis, ** p<0.01).
Fig. 3.2 Repression of the growth of MCF10DCIS.com xenograft tumors by oral administration of BXL0124 in nu/nu mice. BXL0124 (0.1 µg/kg body weight) was administered orally in MCF10DCIS.com xenografted nu/nu mice once a day 6 times a week (n=5). Tumor volume was measured twice a week. Final tumor weight was measured at necropsy. Serum was collected at necropsy and analyzed to determine serum calcium level. The data are presented as the mean ± standard error (statistical analysis, * p<0.05).
Fig. 3.3 Repression of growth of MCF10DCIS.com xenograft tumors by oral administration of BXL0124 in SCID mice. BXL0124 (0.03 or 0.1 µg/kg body weight) was administered orally in MCF10DCIS.com xenografted SCID mice 6 times per week (n=7). Final tumor weight was measured at necropsy. Serum was collected at necropsy and analyzed to determine serum calcium level. The data are presented as the mean ± standard error (statistical analysis, * p<0.05).
Fig 3.4 Expression of CD44 protein during the growth of MCF10DCIS.com xenograft tumors. (A) At day 0, MCF10DCIS.com cells (1x10^6 cells) were injected into the mammary fat pad area of SCID mice and divided into five groups. Mice (n=4) were sacrificed at 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 weeks after injection. All tumors were collected and analyzed for H&E and immunohistochemical analysis, and a representative tumor staining for H&E and CD44 is shown for each week (200X). (B) Tumor volume was measured every week. The data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation (n=4).
Fig. 3.5 Effects of BXL0124 on CD44 protein expression level in MCF10DCIS.com xenograft tumors in vivo. (A) MCF10DCIS.com xenografted nu/nu mice were treated with DMSO or BXL0124 (0.1 µg/kg body weight) orally, and mammary tumors were collected at necropsy. Mammary tumors (n=5) were pooled into either the control group or BXL0124-treated group for Western blot analysis against CD44, CD44v3, CD44v6, PCNA, and β-actin. (B) A representative H&E staining in mammary tumors from MCF10DCIS.com xenografted nu/nu mice is shown (400X). (C) A representative immunostaining against CD44 and PCNA in mammary tumors from MCF10DCIS.com xenografted nu/nu mice is shown (400X). Three mammary tumors from each group were selected and three representative areas from each tumor were analyzed for the expression of CD44 and PCNA. The mammary tumors immunostained against CD44 and PCNA were scored by four different levels of staining intensity and quantified by using Aperio® Scan Scope. The data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation (statistical analysis, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01).
Fig 3.6 Effects of BXL0124 on CD44 protein level in MCF10DCIS.com and MCF10CA1a cells. (A) MCF10DCIS.com cells were treated with increasing doses of 1α,25(OH)₂D₃ or BXL0124 (0.01, 0.1, 1.0, and 10 nM) for 24 h and analyzed for CD44 and PCNA protein expression levels by Western blot analysis. MCF10DCIS.com and MCF10CA1a cells were treated with BXL0124 (10 nM) for 24 h and analyzed for CD44 and PCNA protein expression levels by Western blot analysis. All splicing isoforms of CD44 were recognized by a CD44 antibody, which recognizes both CD44 standard and variants. (B) MCF10DCIS.com cells were treated with DMSO or BXL0124 (10 nM) for 24 h and analyzed for CD44 expression level by confocal microscopy.
Fig. 3.7 Effects of BXL0124 on the cell surface expression level of CD44 and proportion of subpopulation in MCF10DCIS.com cells. MCF10DCIS.com cells were treated with DMSO control or BXL0124 (10 nM) for 24 h. (A) CD44 cell surface expression level was determined by flow cytometry and shown as one parameter histograms. The average of CD44 expression level for sample was calculated as X-mean. (B) The percentage of cells, which were categorized by the combination of CD44 and CD24 cell surface expression, was determined by flow cytometry. The experiment was repeated three times, and the data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation.
Fig. 3.8 VDR-dependent repression of CD44 by BXL0124 in MCF10DCIS.com cells.

MCF10DCIS.com cells were incubated without siRNA or with negative control siRNA or 1 μg of each of two VDR siRNAs targeting different sequences in the VDR gene in Accell siRNA delivery medium for 72 h and followed by treatment with DMSO or BXL0124 (10 nM) for 24 h. The levels of CD44 and VDR protein were determined by Western blot analysis.
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Fig. 3.9 Repression of mRNA level of CD44 by 1α,25(OH)₂D₃ and BXL0124 in MCF10DCIS.com cells. (A) MCF10DCIS.com cells were treated with 1α,25(OH)₂D₃ or BXL0124 (10 nM) for 1 h, 4 h, 12 h, and 24 h and analyzed for CD44 mRNA expression level by quantitative PCR (qPCR). (B) MCF10DCIS.com cells were treated with increasing doses of 1α,25(OH)₂D₃ or BXL0124 (0.01, 0.1, 1.0, and 10 nM) for 4 h and analyzed for CD44 mRNA expression level by qPCR. The data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation (statistical analysis, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01).
Fig. 3.10 Induction of mRNA level of osteopontin by 1α,25(OH)₂D₃ and BXL0124 in MCF10DCIS.com cells. (A) MCF10DCIS.com cells were treated with 1α,25(OH)₂D₃ or BXL0124 (10 nM) for 1 h, 4 h, 12 h, and 24 h and analyzed for osteopontin mRNA expression level by quantitative PCR (qPCR). (B) MCF10DCIS.com cells were treated with increasing doses of 1α,25(OH)₂D₃ or BXL0124 (0.01, 0.1, 1.0, and 10 nM) for 4 h and analyzed for osteopontin mRNA expression level by qPCR. The data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation (statistical analysis, *p<0.05, **p<0.01).
Fig. 3.11 Repression of transactivation of CD44 promoter by 1α,25(OH)2D3 and BXL0124 in a p53 dependent manner in MCF10DCIS.com cells. (A) MCF10DCIS.com cells were transfected with full length-CD44-Luc DNA vector (CD44) for 6 h and were treated with increasing doses of 1α,25(OH)2D3 or BXL0124 (0.1, 1.0, and 10 nM) for an additional 24 h. (B) MCF10DCIS.com cells were transfected with full length-CD44-Luc DNA vector (CD44) or p53 binding site mutated-CD44-Luc DNA vector (CD44-p53Mut) for 6 h and followed by treatment with BXL0124 (10 nM) for 24 h. Luciferase activity was measured with a luminometer and normalized by β-galactosidase activity. The experiments were repeated at least twice, with each
experiment done in duplicate. The data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation (statistical analysis, * $p<0.05$, ** $p<0.01$).
Chapter 4: Inhibition of cell invasion with targeting CD44-STAT3 signaling by a Gemini vitamin D analog in basal-like breast cancer

4.1. Introduction

Invasive growth is a physiological property of embryonic cells during development and epithelial cells during wound healing [370,371]. However, under pathological conditions, invasive growth of cancer cells is one of the hallmarks of malignancy progression evidenced by local invasion and distant metastasis [172]. In breast cancer, ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) has been recognized as a precursor of invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC) [372]. The acquisition of an invasive phenotype has been suggested to be a critical step in the transition from DCIS to IDC [61,372,373]. However, many studies failed to elucidate the complex nature of the DCIS to IDC transition [372]. Recent studies demonstrated that both cancer cells and the tumor-associated microenvironment, such as extracellular matrix and stromal cells, are critical contributors to cancer invasion [61,172,295]. These findings highlight the importance of molecules involved in microenvironment-epithelial interactions as potential therapeutic targets.

CD44 is one of the key molecules that regulate microenvironment-epithelial interactions by serving as a major receptor for several extracellular matrix proteins such as hyaluronan and osteopontin [325]. CD44 overexpression correlates with invasive and metastatic phenotype in breast cancer, and thus, is an indicator of poor prognosis [324,374]. Recently, CD44 has been recognized as one of the key cell surface markers for tumor-initiating cells in breast cancer [357,364]. Since CD44 does not have intrinsic kinase activity, it modulates intracellular signaling by interacting with other components of signaling transduction such as receptor tyrosine kinases or intracellular kinases [325,375]. The recruitment of signaling partners and resulting signaling by
CD44 depends on the types of microenvironment and tumors [375]. Therefore, identification of interacting molecules in a cell-type specific manner is important to understand the biological role of CD44 in human breast cancer.

Previously, it has been shown that a novel Gemini vitamin D analog, BXL0124, down-regulated CD44 expression in MCF10DCIS.com cells and inhibited tumor growth in a MCF10DCIS.com xenograft [334]. However, the biological role of CD44 repression by BXL0124 in breast cancer has not been fully explored. In this chapter, we investigated the effect of BXL0124 on key molecules in various signaling pathways and invasion of MCF10DCIS.com cells. We demonstrate that the repression of CD44 by BXL0124 contributes to the inhibition of STAT3 signaling and tumor invasion in MCF10DCIS.com cells.

4.2. Materials and methods

4.2.1. Reagents and cell culture

1α,25(OH)2D3 and Gemini vitamin D analog 1α,25-dihydroxy-20R-21(3-hydroxy-3-deuteromethyl-4,4,4-trideuterobutyl)-23-yne-26,27-hexafluoro-cholecalciferol (BXL0124, [361]) were provided by BioXell, Inc. (Nutley, NJ) and dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide. The MCF10DCIS.com and MCF10CA1a human breast cancer cell lines were provided by Dr. Fred Miller at the Barbara Ann Karmanos Cancer Institute (Detroit, MI) [301,302]. The MCF10DCIS.com cell line was authenticated by short tandem repeat profiling at American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA). MCF10DCIS-shLuc and MCF10DCIS-shCD44 cells were generated by infecting the MCF10DCIS.com cells with lentivirus encoding shRNA to luciferase (shLuc) or shRNA to CD44 (shCD44) [364]. The infected cells were sorted by FACS through the green fluorescence protein (GFP) to obtain GFP-labeled DCIS-shLuc cells or GFP-labeled DCIS-shCD44 cells. Cells were maintained in DMEM/F-12 medium supplemented with 5% horse
serum, 1% penicillin/streptomycin, and 1% HEPES solution at 37°C and 5% CO₂. MDA-MB-468 human breast cancer cells were cultured in DMEM/F-12 medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% penicillin/streptomycin at 37°C and 5% CO₂.

4.2.2. [³H] thymidine incorporation assay

The procedure was described previously [160]. In brief, MCF10DCIS.com cells (8,000 cells) were seeded onto each well of 24-well plate, and on the next day the cells were treated with given doses of 1α,25(OH)₂D₃ or BXL0124 for 72 h. DCIS-shLuc or DCIS-shCD44 cells (2,000 cells) were seeded and incubated for 48 h for the thymidine incorporation assay.

4.2.3. MTT assay

MCF10DCIS.com cells were seeded into each well of 96-well plate (1,000 cells/well), on the next day the cells were treated with 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10 or 100 nM of 1α,25(OH)₂D₃ or BXL0124 for given incubation times. At each time point, 10 µl of MTT-I solution (thiazolyl blue tetrazolium bromide, M2128, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) were added into each well and incubated for 5 h, followed by addition of 100 µl of MTT-II solution (distilled water with 10% SDS and 0.01 M HCl). The plate was then incubated overnight, and the absorbance was measured with a spectrophotometer (Tecan US, Durham NC) at 560 nm.

4.2.3. Cancer cell invasion assays

Three different cell invasion assays were used: 3D culture assay with Matrigel (BD Bioscience, Spark, MD), Cultrex®24 well basement membrane extract (BME) cell invasion assay
(Trevigen, Gaithersburg, MD), and Fluoroblok Biocoat cell invasion assay (BD Bioscience, Sparks, MD). For 3D culture, 4-well culture slides, coated with Matrigel, were prepared as previously described [376]. MCF10DCIS.com cells were seeded as single cells in M171 mammary epithelial medium (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) supplemented with mammary epithelial growth supplement (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). The cells were incubated for 10 days, and medium was replenished every 2 days. Cultrex®/24 well BME cell invasion assay and Fluoroblok Biocoat cell invasion assay were performed as described in the manufacturers’ protocols. In the Cultrex®/24 well BME cell invasion assay, the cells that penetrated matrigel were dissociated from the bottom of chamber and stained with Calcein-AM as described in the manufacturer’s protocol. The intensity of Calcein-AM fluorescence was measured by a fluorescent plate reader (Tecan US) and compared to a pre-measured standard curve to determine the number of cells per well. For quantitative evaluation of Fluoroblok Biocoat cell invasion assay, the green pixel counts per total pixel counts from 4 representative pictures per well were calculated using the Image J program (NIH, Bethesda, MD) (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij).

4.2.4. Quantitative real-time PCR

The procedure was described previously [160]; the labeled primers for CD44, matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)-2, MMP-9, MMP-13, MMP-14, MMP-15, MMP-16, tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase (TIMP)-1, TIMP-2, uPA, and glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase were obtained from Applied Biosystems (Foster City, CA).
4.2.5. Western blot analysis

The detailed procedure was described previously [362]. The primary antibody against CD44 (sc-7298), which recognizes both CD44v and CD44s, was from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA). Primary antibodies recognizing pSTAT3 (9235), STAT3 (9139), pAkt (9271), Akt (2966), pErk (9101) and Erk (9109) were from Cell Signaling Technology (Beverly, MA); pNF-κB (sc-101749) and NF-κB (sc-372) were from Santa Cruz Biotechnology; MMP-9 (ab38898) was from Abcam (Cambridge, MA); vitamin D receptor (VDR) (GR37) was from Millipore (Billerica, MA); β-actin (A1978) was from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Secondary antibodies were from Santa Cruz Biotechnology.

4.2.6. Knockdown of VDR by siRNA

The detailed procedure was described previously [334]. MCF10DCIS.com cells were incubated with 1 μM of non-targeting siRNA (D-001910-02-20, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) or VDR siRNA (A-003448-13-0010, Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 72 h in Accell siRNA delivery medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

4.2.7. STAT3 DNA binding assay

Transfactor STAT3-specific chemiluminescent kit from Clontech (Mountain View, CA) was utilized according to the manufacturer’s instructions. In brief, whole cell lysates of MCF10DCIS.com cells (40 μg) were incubated for 1 h in the Transfactor assay plates, which contained oligonucleotides with STAT3 binding sequences. STAT3 primary and secondary antibodies (provided with the kit) were incubated for 60 and 30 minutes, respectively. The mixture of chemiluminescent substrate A and B (1:1) was added, and chemiluminescent intensity
was measured by luminometer (Turner Biosystems, Sunnyvale, CA). The chemiluminescent intensity values of samples treated with BXL0124 were divided by the chemiluminescent intensity value of a control sample, and the fold changes were calculated.

4.2.8. Fluorescence microscopy

For *in vitro* samples, cells were fixed as previously described [334]. For *in vivo* samples, the tumors were embedded in paraffin (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA) and then sectioned at 4 μm thickness. Both cell and tumor samples were incubated with PBS containing 10% goat serum to block non-specific binding. Fixed cells were incubated overnight at 4°C with a primary antibody to pSTAT3 (Cell Signaling Technology, 1:500). Similarly, tumor samples were incubated with a combination of primary antibodies to pSTAT3 (Cell Signaling Technology, 1:100) and CD44 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, 1:100). Fluorophore-conjugated secondary antibody (Alexa Fluor 488 or 546; Invitrogen, 1:200) and TO-PRO-3 iodide nuclear antibody (Invitrogen, 1 μM) were incubated at room temperature for 60 and 15 minutes, respectively. The images were taken using confocal microscope with laser at 488 nm (pSTAT3), 546 nm (CD44), and 633 nm (TO-PRO-3).

4.2.9. Immunoprecipitation

After 24 h incubation with or without BXL0124, MCF10DCIS.com cells were washed once with PBS and lysed in immunoprecipitation lysis buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Antibodies to STAT3 or JAK2 (Cell Signaling Technology) were immobilized to protein G-conjugated Dynabeads (Invitrogen). The antibody-conjugated beads were washed by magnetic separation, and same amounts of protein samples were added. After a 10-minute incubation, the
Dynabead-antibody-protein complex was isolated by magnetic separation and washed three times. Immunoprecipitated proteins were then detected by Western blot analysis.

4.2.10. Xenograft tumor study

MCF10DCIS-shLuc or MCF10DCIS-shCD44 cells were injected into the mammary fat pad of immunodeficient nu/nu mice as described previously [275]. Tumor size was measured twice weekly. Five weeks after the cell injection, mice were sacrificed and xenograft tumors were weighed. The tumor samples were fixed in 10% formalin and transferred to 70% ethanol for immunofluorescent staining or flash frozen and stored in -80°C for Western blot analysis or RNA analysis. All animal studies were conducted in accordance with an institutionally approved protocol. The protocol was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey (Protocol Number: 04-001). All surgery was performed under ketamine anesthesia, and all efforts were made to minimize suffering.

4.2.11. Statistical analysis

Statistical significance was evaluated using the Student’s t test.

4.3. Results

4.3.1 Inhibition of cell proliferation, metabolic activity and invasion by 1α,25(OH)_{2}D_{3} and Gemini vitamin D analog BXL0124 in MCF10DCIS.com cells.

We investigated the potential inhibitory effects of 1α,25(OH)_{2}D_{3} or BXL0124 on proliferation, metabolic activity and invasion of MCF10DCIS.com cells. MCF10DCIS.com cell
proliferation was significantly inhibited by 1α,25(OH)₂D₃ and BXL0124 (Fig. 4.1A). The metabolic activity of MCF10DCIS.com cells was also significantly repressed by 1α,25(OH)₂D₃ and BXL0124 (Fig. 4.1B). For both proliferation and metabolic activity in MCF10DCIS.com cells, BXL0124 was more potent than 1α,25(OH)₂D₃ (Fig. 4.1A and 4.1B). The number of MCF10DCIS.com cells that penetrated BME-coated layers was significantly decreased by 1α,25(OH)₂D₃ or BXL0124 treatment. However, BXL0124 was more effective than 1α,25(OH)₂D₃ to repress MCF10DCIS.com cell invasion (Fig. 4.2A). In the 3D culture, MCF10DCIS.com cells showed invasive outgrowth at Day 10 (Fig. 4.2B, arrows), which was not detected in MCF10DCIS.com cells treated with BXL0124 (1 and 10 nM) or 1α,25(OH)₂D₃ (10 and 100 nM) (Fig. 4.2B).

4.3.2. Repression of the level of invasion markers and STAT3 signaling by in MCF10DCIS.com cells.

The mRNA expression levels of CD44, MMP-2, MMP-9, MMP-13, MMP-14, MMP-15, MMP-16, TIMP-1, TIMP-2 and uPA were investigated to identify the invasion markers regulated by BXL0124 in MCF10DCIS.com cells. The mRNA expression levels of CD44, MMP-2, MMP-9, and uPA were significantly decreased by BXL0124 treatment at 24 h and 48 h (Fig. 4.3); MMP-14 (Fig. 4.3) and other invasion markers (data not shown) did not show significant changes. To identify downstream signaling pathways that may be affected by BXL0124, the protein levels of CD44, as well as potential downstream signaling molecules (pAkt, pErk, pSTAT3 and NF-κB), were measured. The BXL0124 treatment decreased the protein levels of variant isoforms of CD44 (CD44v, 100~250 kDa), standard isoform of CD44 (CD44s, 85 kDa) and pSTAT3 in a dose-dependent manner, whereas the protein levels of pErk, pAkt and pNF-κB were not changed (Fig. 4.4A). Total protein levels of STAT3, Akt, Erk and NF-κB were not
affected by BXL0124 treatment (Fig. 4.4A). In a time-dependent study, the treatment with BXL0124 decreased the protein levels of CD44s and CD44v as well as pSTAT3 at 12 h and 24 h, while there was no change in the level of total STAT3 (Fig. 4.4B). The repression of CD44 and pSTAT3 protein levels shown by the treatment with BXL0124 was abolished by knockdown of VDR using VDR siRNA, indicating that the repression of CD44-STAT3 signaling by BXL0124 is a VDR-dependent event (Fig. 4.5).

4.3.3. Inhibition of STAT3 signaling by reducing the complex formation of CD44, STAT3 and JAK2 with BXL0124.

To determine STAT3 activity affected by BXL0124, nuclear localization and DNA binding activity of STAT3 were analyzed. Strong nuclear staining of pSTAT3 was evident in the control; it was reduced by treatment with BXL0124 (Fig. 4.6A). DNA binding of STAT3 was also significantly decreased in a dose-dependent manner by BXL0124 treatment for 24 h (Fig. 4.6B). Since BXL0124 decreased the protein levels of CD44 and inhibited activation of STAT3 signaling, we investigated whether CD44 activates STAT3 signaling by direct interaction. When MCF10DCIS.com cell lysates were immunoprecipitated with STAT3 antibody, the immunocomplex contained CD44s, CD44v and JAK2, and BXL0124 decreased the amounts of CD44v and CD44s proteins interacting with STAT3 (Fig. 4.7A). In addition, the protein level of pSTAT3, but not STAT3, in the complex was decreased by the treatment with BXL0124 (Fig. 4.7B). Since CD44 does not have kinase activity, JAK2 and Src were examined as the possible intracellular kinases required for the phosphorylation of STAT3 in the CD44-STAT3 complex. JAK2 was recruited by STAT3, and the amount of JAK2 proteins interacting with STAT3 was decreased with the BXL0124 treatment (Fig. 4.7A). Src was pulled down with STAT3, but the interaction was not changed by BXL0124 (Fig. 4.7A). When MCF10DCIS.com cell lysates were
immunoprecipitated with JAK2 antibody, significant amounts of CD44 and STAT3 were pulled down in the complex. This suggests that JAK2 forms a complex with CD44 and STAT3. The BXL0124 treatment decreased the amount of CD44v, CD44s, and pSTAT3 proteins interacting with JAK2 while the JAK2 level remained constant (Fig. 4.7B).

4.3.4. Suppression of MMP-9, MMP-14 and uPA mRNA as well as invasion of MCF10DCIS.com cells by CD44 knockdown.

To investigate the role of CD44 on DCIS invasion, we used CD44-knockdown MCF10DCIS.com cells transduced with shRNA for CD44 (DCIS-shCD44) or Luciferase (DCIS-shLuc) as a control. The decreased protein levels of CD44 and pSTAT3 in DCIS-shCD44 cells were detected with Western blot analysis (Fig. 4.8A). Knockdown of CD44 significantly decreased the proliferation of MCF10DCIS.com cells (Fig. 4.8B). As shown in Fig. 4C, the invasive potential of MCF10DCIS.com cells without lentivirus infection (DCIS) or DCIS-shLuc cells was not significantly different. However, the invasive potential of DCIS-shCD44 cells was significantly decreased, as shown by using the BME-coated chamber assay (Fig. 4.8C). To confirm the finding, we used Fluoroblok Biocoat cell invasion assay chambers with a fluorescence blocking bottom membrane that allows only cells that migrate through matrigel to be detected. Because DCIS-shLuc and DCIS-shCD44 cells were transduced with shRNA constructs containing green fluorescent protein (GFP), the green fluorescent cells that penetrated through matrigel were detected at the bottom of chamber and were quantified by counting green pixels (Fig. 4.8D). The knockdown of CD44 significantly inhibited invasive potential of MCF10DCIS.com cells (Fig. 4.8D). CD44 mRNA expression was significantly decreased in the DCIS-shCD44 cells at both 24 h and 48 h, confirming the knockdown of CD44 by shRNA (Fig. 4.9). We further determined the invasion markers that are changed by the knockdown of CD44.
The mRNA expression levels of MMP-2, MMP-9 MMP-13, MMP-14, MMP-15, MMP-16, and uPA at 24 h and 48 h in DCIS-shCD44 cells were compared to those in DCIS-shLuc cells. The mRNA expression of MMP-9, MMP-14 and uPA was significantly lower in the DCIS-shCD44 cells than in the DCIS-shLuc control cells at 48 h (Fig. 4.9); MMP-2 (Fig. 4.9) and other invasion markers (data not shown) did not show significant changes.

4.3.5. Inhibition of tumor growth and burden as well as invasion markers in MCF10DCIS.com xenograft tumors by CD44 knockdown.

To determine the role of CD44 in vivo, DCIS-shLuc and DCIS-shCD44 cells were injected into nu/nu mice, and tumor growth was compared. The growth rate of DCIS-shCD44 xenograft tumors was significantly slower than that of DCIS-shLuc control xenograft tumors (Fig. 4.10A). The average tumor weight from DCIS-shCD44 xenograft (560 ± 93 mg) was significantly lower than that from DCIS-shLuc xenograft (870 ± 150 mg) (p<0.05) (Fig. 4.10B). The levels of mRNA and protein of CD44 were significantly lower in the xenograft tumors from DCIS-shCD44 cells after 5 weeks of cell injection, indicating stable knockdown of CD44 (Fig. 4.11A and 4.11B). In addition, the mRNA expression levels of MMP-9 and uPA were significantly lower in DCIS-shCD44 xenograft tumors compared to those in DCIS-shLuc xenograft tumors (Fig. 4.11A). The protein levels of CD44v, CD44s, pSTAT3 and MMP-9 were markedly low in the DCIS-shCD44 xenograft tumors (Fig. 4.11B). Immunofluorescence staining confirmed the decreased levels of CD44 and pSTAT3 in DCIS-shCD44 xenograft tumors compared to DCIS-shLuc xenograft tumors (Fig. 4.11C).
4.3.6. Repression of CD44 and pSTAT3 in MCF10CA1a and MDA-MB-468 basal-like breast cancer cells.

To confirm the inhibitory effect of BXL0124 on CD44-STAT3 signaling in other basal-like breast cancer cells, MCF10CA1a and MDA-MB-468 cells were tested. Both MCF10CA1a and MDA-MB-468 cells showed markedly higher expression level of CD44v than CD44s, which is similar to CD44 expression pattern of MCF10DCIS.com cells (Fig. 4.12). The protein level of VDR was increased by BXL0124 treatment (Fig. 4.12). BXL0124 treatment decreased the protein levels of CD44v, CD44s and pSTAT3, whereas the protein level of total STAT3 was not affected (Fig. 4.12).

4.4. Discussion

MCF10DCIS.com cells form DCIS-like lesions which spontaneously progress to invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC) in immunodeficient mice [301]. The genetic alteration as well as expression patterns of molecular markers in the MCF10DCIS.com cells has been shown to highly resemble human DCIS [61]. In addition, with the unique bipotential progenitor property, MCF10DCIS.com cells give rise to not only epithelial cells but also myoepithelial cells which is critical component of DCIS to IDC transition [61,377]. Therefore, MCF10DCIS.com cells can serve as a unique tool to investigate preventive therapeutics to block or delay the progression from DCIS to IDC. Recently, Jedeszko et al. showed that the invasion by MCF10DCIS.com cells was significantly increased by recombinant hepatocyte growth factor (HGF), and identified increased expression of uPA and uPAR as critical cellular responses to HGF for the increased invasion [378]. Moreover, the coinjection of HGF-secreting fibroblasts increased the invasiveness of MCF10DCIS.com xenograft tumors, promoting the transition of DCIS to IDC in immunodeficient mice [378]. In the present study, BXL0124 treatment significantly decreased
proliferation and invasion markers in MCF10DCIS.com cells, suggesting BXL0124 as an important preventive agent to delay the transition of DCIS to IDC.

CD44 is overexpressed in many cancers and is involved in malignant tumor progression as well as metastasis [325]. A recent study by Montgomery et al. demonstrated that knockdown of CD44 repressed both basal and hyaluronan-induced invasion of basal-like breast cancer cells [379]. In the present study, we found that repression of CD44 by BXL0124 (Figs. 4.2 A and B) or CD44-shRNA (Figs. 4.8 C and D) significantly decreased the invasive potential of MCF10DCIS.com cells. Furthermore, we identified STAT3 as a downstream target of CD44 in MCF10DCIS.com cell invasion (Figs. 4.4 A and B). In mouse mammary tumor cells, knockdown of STAT3 strongly inhibits tumor invasion without affecting cell proliferation [121], supporting the notion of a specific role of CD44-STAT3 signaling in cancer cell invasion.

Hyaluronan stimulates the interaction between CD44 and Nanog, an embryonic stem cell transcription factor, leading to activation of STAT3, and knockdown of STAT3 by siRNA blocks hyaluronan-induced breast cancer cell growth [380]. In colon cancer cells, CD44 translocates into nucleus and directly interacts with STAT3 in response to osteopontin [381]. Moreover, ectopic expression of CD44 markedly increased STAT3 activation, indicating a direct regulation of STAT3 signaling by CD44 [381]. In our study, MCF10DCIS.com cells showed high CD44 protein level and constitutively activated STAT3 signal (Fig. 4.4A). In MCF10DCIS.com cells, CD44 interacts with STAT3 in the absence of exogenous ligands, suggesting that a constitutively high level of CD44 might be sufficient to activate STAT3 signaling for cell invasion. In addition, STAT3 and JAK2 interaction was decreased when protein level of CD44 was repressed by BXL0124 (Figs. 4.7 A and B), indicating that CD44 might function as a scaffold protein for the CD44-STAT3-JAK2 complex. The JAK2/STAT3 signaling pathway is preferentially activated in CD44+ breast cancer stem cell population over other cell populations, and hyaluronic acid synthase 1 (HAS1) is a STAT3 signaling-related molecule in basal-like breast cancer [120]. In
addition, recent studies reported that STAT3 is one of the key signaling molecules that maintain breast cancer stem cell population [119], and that knockdown of STAT3 with shRNA markedly repressed mammary tumorigenesis in mice [121]. As summarized in Fig. 4.13, the direct interaction between CD44, STAT3 and JAK2 may be critical for activation of STAT3 in MCF10DCIS.com cells, and CD44 might function as a scaffold of the STAT3-JAK2 complex.

Gene regulation by STAT3 was mediated by binding of STAT3 onto the STAT-binding element with the consensus sequences [382]. STAT3 has been shown to regulate a wide range of genes, which are associated with cancer cell invasion and metastasis, and MMPs were one family of the critical STAT3 target genes [383,384]. MMP-2, which has biologically active STAT-binding sites with consensus sequences at the promoter region, has been identified as one of the key STAT3-regulated genes to promote tumor invasion and metastasis [385]. Potential STAT-binding sites with consensus sequences was also found in MMP-9 promoter, and transduction of constitutively activated STAT3 significantly increased mRNA level of MMP-9 and induced transformation of human epithelial cells [386]. In the present study, we demonstrated that BXL0124 treatment repressed mRNA expression levels of MMP-2, MMP-9 and MMP-14 as well as the binding of STAT3 onto the oligonucleotides which contain consensus sequence for STAT3 binding, suggesting possible STAT3-dependent MMPs regulation by BXL0124. In addition, mRNA levels of MMP-9 and MMP-14 as well as activation of STAT3 were significantly decreased by knockdown of CD44 in MCF10DCIS.com cells, indicating that MMPs might be downstream targets of CD44/STAT3 signaling in MCF10DCIS.com cells.

The expression level of MMP-9 has been correlated with the level of activated STAT3 in human breast cancer [386]. MMP-9 induces cancer cell invasion by degrading collagen type IV, the most abundant component of the basement membrane [387]. In breast cancer, high expression levels of MMP-9 have been associated with node metastasis and advanced tumor stage [388]. In addition, uPA is a critical enzyme for cancer cell invasion converting plasminogen into plasmin,
which degrades extracellular matrix and activates multiple MMPs, including MMP-9 [389]. Breast cancer patients with high levels of uPA activity showed a significantly shorter disease-free period [389]. In recent studies, expression of uPA was significantly elevated in a CD44 dependent manner in highly invasive basal-like breast cancer [379], and the protein microarray of primary breast cancer tissue found significant correlation between expression levels of uPA and STAT3 [390]. In addition, uPA was identified as a key molecule to be regulated by STAT3 in wound healing and cancer [391]. These reports support our results that MMP-9 and uPA via CD44-STAT3 signaling play a critical role in breast cancer invasion inhibited by BXL0124 in basal-like breast cancer.

4.5 Conclusion

CD44 plays an essential role in the modulation of STAT3 signaling by forming a complex with STAT3 and JAK2. Consequently, high expression levels of CD44 may lead to a constitutive activation of STAT3 signaling in basal-type breast cancer. The novel Gemini vitamin D analog BXL0124 represses the expression of CD44, which results in a decreased amount of the CD44-STAT3-JAK2 complex. Our study suggests that repression of STAT3 signaling by targeting CD44 may be a key molecular mechanism of BXL0124-induced inhibition of breast cancer invasion, a critical step in cancer progression.
Fig. 4.1 Inhibition of proliferation and metabolic activity of MCF10DCIS.com cells by 1α,25(OH)₂D₃ and BXL0124. MCF10DCIS.com cells were incubated with 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10 or 100 nM of 1α,25(OH)₂D₃ or the Gemini vitamin D analog BXL0124 for 72 h. (A) The cell proliferation of MCF10DCIS.com cells was measured by thymidine incorporation rate. Two separate experiments with triplicates were conducted (**p < 0.01). (B) The metabolic activity of MCF10DCIS.com cells was determined by MTT assay. Two separate experiments with quadruplicates were conducted (**p < 0.01).
Fig. 4.2 Repression of invasion of MCF10DCIS.com cells by 1α,25(OH)₂D₃ and BXL0124.

(A) MCF10DCIS.com cells were incubated in the basement membrane extract (BME)-coated invasion chambers in the presence or absence of 1α,25(OH)₂D₃ (1, 10 or 100 nM) or BXL0124 treatment (1 or 10 nM) for 48 h. The cells that penetrated through BME layer were detected from the bottom of chamber, and counted using Calcein-AM staining. Two separate experiments with triplicates were conducted (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01). (B) MCF10DCIS.com cells were incubated in 3D culture with or without 1α,25(OH)₂D₃ (1, 10 or 100 nM) or BXL0124 (1 or 10 nM) for 10 days, with replenishing medium every 2 days. Representative images are shown, and the cells with invasive outgrowth are indicated with arrows.
Fig. 4.3 Down-regulation of invasion markers by BXL0124 in MCF10DCIS.com cells.

MCF10DCIS.com cells were treated with BXL0124 (10 nM) for 24 h and 48 h. The mRNA expression levels of CD44 (the approximate qPCR cycle number of 24 h control), uPA (21), MMP-2 (24), MMP-9 (29) and MMP-14 (23) were determined. Three separate experiments with duplicates were conducted (**p < 0.01).
Fig. 4.4 Repression of protein levels of CD44 and pSTAT3 by BXL0124 in MCF10DCIS.com cells. (A) MCF10DCIS.com cells were treated with BX0124 (0.1, 1 or 10 nM) for 24 h. (B) MCF10DCIS.com cells were treated with BXL0124 (10 nM) for 6 h, 12 h and 24 h. The protein levels of indicated molecules were examined by Western blot analysis, and β-actin was used as a loading control.
Fig. 4.5 Repression of the protein levels of CD44 and pSTAT by BXL0124 in a VDR-dependent manner in MCF10DCIS.com cells. MCF10DCIS.com cells were transfected with non-targeting siRNA or VDR siRNA and treated with BXL0124 (10 nM) for 24 h. The protein levels of indicated molecules were examined by Western blot analysis, and β-actin was used as a loading control.
Fig. 4.6 Inhibition of STAT3 activation by BXL0124 in MCF10DCIS.com cells. (A) MCF10DCIS.com cells were treated with BXL0124 (10 nM) for 24 h. Cells were fixed using 4% paraformaldehyde and stained with antibody against pSTAT3 (green). Nuclei were stained with To-PRO-3 (blue). (B) MCF10DCIS.com cells were treated with BXL0124 (0.1, 1 or 10 nM) for 24 h. Each cell lysate was incubated with oligonucleotides containing STAT3 binding sequences. The amount of STAT3 bound to the oligonucleotides was measured as chemiluminescent intensity value by luminometer. The fold change of chemiluminescent intensity value in each sample from control was determined (*p < 0.05).
Fig. 4.7 Repression of CD44-STAT3 interaction by BXL0124 in MCF10DCIS.com cells. MCF10DCIS.com cells were treated with BXL0124 (10 nM) for 24 h, then the cell lysates were immunoprecipitated with (A) STAT3 or (B) JAK2 antibodies. The amounts of given proteins interacting with STAT3 or JAK2 were determined by Western blot analysis. STAT3 and JAK2 were used as loading control for each immunoprecipitation experiment, respectively.
Fig. 4.8 Inhibition of cell proliferation and invasion of MCF10DCIS.com cells by CD44 knockdown. (A) The protein levels of CD44v, CD44s and pSTAT3 were markedly repressed in DCIS-shCD44 cells. (B) DCIS-shLuc or DCIS-shCD44 cells (2,000 cells/well) were incubated for 48 h and the cell proliferation was determined by thymidine incorporation. Two separate experiments with triplicates were conducted (** p<0.01). (C) MCF10DCIS.com (DCIS), DCIS-shLuc or DCIS-shCD44 cells were incubated for 48 h in BME-coated invasion assay chambers. The number of cells that penetrated the BME layer was counted by Calcein-AM staining. Two
separate experiments with triplicates were conducted (**p < 0.01). (D) DCIS-shLuc or DCIS-shCD44 cells were incubated for 48 h in Fluoroblok biocoat invasion assay chambers. Since both cells were labeled with green fluorescence, the cells that penetrated matrigel layer were shown as green pixels in the image. The green pixels were counted using Image-J program for quantitative evaluation. Two separate experiments with triplicates were conducted (*p < 0.05).
Fig. 4.9 Down-regulation of mRNA levels of MMP-9, MMP-14 and uPA by CD44 knockdown in MCF10DCIS.com cells. The mRNA expression levels of CD44 (20, the approximate qPCR cycle number of DCIS-shLuc cells at 24 h), MMP-2 (24), MMP-9 (29), MMP-14 (23) and uPA (21) in DCIS-shLuc and DCIS-shCD44 cells were determined after 24 h and 48 h of incubation. Three separate experiments with duplicates were conducted (**p < 0.01).
Fig. 4.10 Inhibition of the growth of MCF10DCIS.com xenograft tumors by CD44 knockdown. DCIS-shLuc or DCIS-shCD44 cells (1.0 X 10^6 cells) were injected into the mammary fat pad of nu/nu mice (n=5 per group), and mammary tumor size was measured twice a week. (A) The xenograft tumors from DCIS-shCD44 cells showed significantly slower growth rate than that of DCIS-shLuc xenograft tumors (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01). (B) The average tumor weight from DCIS-shCD44 cells was significantly smaller than that from DCIS-shLuc cells (*p < 0.05).
Fig. 4.11 Repression of expression levels of invasion markers by CD44 knockdown in MCF10DCIS.com xenograft tumors. (A) The mRNA expression levels of CD44 (21, the approximate qPCR cycle number of DCIS-shLuc tumors), MMP-9 (22) and uPA (22) were significantly down-regulated in DCIS-shCD44 xenograft tumors (n=5) (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01). (B) The protein levels of CD44v, CD44s, pSTAT3, and MMP-9 were markedly decreased in DCIS-shCD44 xenograft tumors. Three xenograft tumors from each group were combined for pooled samples. β-Actin was used as a loading control. (C) The protein levels of CD44 and pSTAT3 in DCIS-shLuc and DCIS-shCD44 xenograft tumors were determined by
immunofluorescent staining of CD44 (red) and pSTAT3 (green). Nuclei were stained with TO-PRO-3 (blue).
Fig. 4.12 Repression of the CD44-STAT3 signaling by BXL0124 in basal-like breast cancer cells. MCF10CA1a and MDA-MB-468 cells were incubated with BXL0124 (10 nM) for 24 h and the protein levels of VDR, CD44v, CD44s, pSTAT3 and STAT3 were determined by Western blot analysis. β-Actin was used as a loading control.
Fig 4.13 A schematic diagram of proposed mechanism of action of BXL0124 on CD44-STAT3 signaling and breast cancer cell invasion in basal-like breast cancer.
Chapter 5: Inhibition of tumorigenesis by a Gemini vitamin D analog and a synthetic triterpenoid in the MMTV-HER2/neu transgenic mouse model

5.1. Introduction

One of major genetic abnormalities occurring in invasive breast cancers is the amplification of the HER2 oncogene, representing about 20% of human breast cancer cases [83]. Overexpression of HER2 leads to constitutive activation of HER2 signaling, contributing aggressive phenotype of breast cancer [83]. While HER2 does not have specific ligand, it forms heterodimer with other HER receptors, EGFR (HER1), HER3 and HER4, and functions as signal amplifier [32]. The HER2-targeted therapies, such as trastuzumab and lapatinib, have been brought significant clinical benefits to the patients with HER-overexpressing tumors [33]. However, substantial proportion of HER2-positive patients has shown de novo or acquired resistance to the HER2-targeted therapies, and overcoming the resistance has emerged as new challenge [33].

1α,25(OH)2D3 and its analogs have been shown to inhibit the growth of HER2-overexpressing breast cancer cells [392,393]. Moreover, loss of VDR by crossing with VDR knockdown mice significantly increased the incidence of preneoplastic lesions and promoted mammary tumor development in MMTV-HER2/neu transgenic mice [144]. In our previous study, the Gemini vitamin D analog have been shown to repress the growth of MMTV-HER2/neu mammary tumors by inhibiting the HER2/AKT/ERK signaling pathways [276].

Synthetic triterpenoid, 2-cyano-3,12-dioxoolean-1,9-dien-28-oic acid (CDDO), showed potent anti-proliferative effects on various subtypes of breast cancer cells, including HER2-
overexpressing breast cancer cells [208]. CDDO also blocked the enhanced xenograft tumor growth of MCF-7 cells by overexpressing HER2 \textit{in vivo} [227]. Recent study demonstrated that a derivative of CDDO, CDDO-methylester (CDDO-Me), significantly delayed the mammary tumor development in MMTV-HER2/neu transgenic mice model [253]. Moreover, the inhibitory effect of CDDO-Me on MMTV-HER2/neu mammary tumorigenesis was significantly enhanced in the combination with retinoid (LG100268), a selective ligand to retinoid X receptors (RXR) [253].

CDDO and its derivatives have been shown to synergize with vitamin D or its analogs to induce differentiation in other cancers [216,249]. Therefore, in this chapter, I investigated the inhibitory effects of Gemini vitamin D analog BXL0124 and CDDO-Im, another potent derivative of CDDO, as well as the combination in mammary tumorigenesis of MMTV-HER2/neu transgenic mice. In addition, the MMTV-HER2/neu mammary tumors from each treatment group were analyzed for numbers of the HER2 signaling associated-molecules to extend our understanding on the molecular mechanisms of BXL0124 and CDDO-Im for their anti-cancer activities against HER2-positive breast cancer.

5.2 Materials and methods

5.2.1 Reagents

Gemini vitamin D analog 1α,25-dihydroxy-20R-21(3-hydroxy-3-deuteromethyl-4,4,4-trideuterobutyl)-23-yne-26,27-hexafluoro-cholecalciferol (BXL0124, [361]) was provided by BioXell, Inc. (Nutley, NJ) and dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). 1-[2-Cyano-3,12-dioxooleana-1,9(11)-dien-28-oyl]-imidazole (CDDO-Im) was provided by Dr. Michael Sporn at Dartmouth Medical School (Hanover, NH) and dissolved in DMSO. For \textit{in vivo} animal experiment, BXL0124 and CDDO-Im were diluted in sesame oil (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) for oral administration.
5.2.2 Transgenic mice and treatment

MMTV-HER2/neu transgenic mice (6-7 weeks old) were purchased from Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). DMSO control, BXL0124 (0.3 μg/kg body weight), CDDO-Im (3 μmole/kg body weight) or the combination of BXL0124 and CDDO-Im was orally administered 3 times a week to the mice, beginning when they were 3 month old. The bodyweight and tumor size of each animal were measured weekly. The mice were sacrificed when they were 56 weeks old, and tumors were weighed at autopsy. The tumor samples were fixed in 10% formalin and transferred to 70% ethanol for immunofluorescent staining or flash frozen and stored in -80°C for Western blot analysis or RNA analysis. All animal studies were conducted in accordance with an institutionally approved protocol. The protocol was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey (Protocol Number: 04-001). All surgery was performed under ketamine anesthesia, and all efforts were made to minimize suffering.

5.2.3 Western blot analysis

The detailed procedure was described previously [362]. The primary antibodies recognizing pHer2-Tyr877, pHer2-Tyr1248, pHer2-Tyr1221/1222, Her2, pAkt, Akt, pErk1/2, Erk1/2, pMek1/2, c-Myc, pSTAT3, STAT3 and PPARγ were from Cell signaling technology (Danvers, MA); CD44, which recognizes both CD44v and CD44s, RXRα and PKCα were from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA); MMP-9 was from Abcam (Cambridge, MA); VDR was from Thermo scientific (Lafayette, CO); β-actin was from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Secondary antibodies were from Santa Cruz Biotechnology.
5.2.4 Fluorescence microscopy

Tumors were embedded in paraffin (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA) and then sectioned onto slides at 4 \( \mu m \) thickness. The sample slides were incubated with PBS containing 10% donkey serum to block non-specific binding. The sample slides were then incubated overnight at 4°C with a combination of primary antibodies to pHer2 (1:100, Cell Signaling Technology) and Her2 (1:40, Cell Signaling Technology). Fluorophore-conjugated secondary antibodies (Alexa Fluor 488 and 546, 1:100; Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories Inc., West Grove) and TO-PRO-3 iodide nuclear antibody (Invitrogen, 1 \( \mu M \)) were incubated at room temperature for 60 and 15 minutes, respectively. The images were taken using confocal microscope with laser at 488 nm (pHer2), 546 nm (Her2), and 633 nm (TO-PRO-3).

5.2.5 Quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction

The procedure was described previously [160]. The labeled primers for heparin-binding epidermal growth factor (HB-EGF), epidermal growth factor (EGF), neuregulin-2 (Nrg2), and glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase were obtained from Life Technologies Corporation (Carlsbad, CA).

5.2.6 Statistical analysis

Data was analyzed using Graph Pad Prism 4.0 (GraphPad Software Inc.). Statistical significance was evaluated by using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by
Dunnett’s post-test. The data presented represents the mean ± S.E.M. P values <0.05 were considered significant.

5.3. Results

5.3.1. Delayed development of mammary tumors by BXL0124, CDDO-Im and the combination of BXL0124 and CDDO-Im in MMTV-HER2/neu transgenic mice.

To investigate the effects of BXL0124, CDDO-Im and the combination on HER2-overexpressing mammary tumorigenesis, I orally administered DMSO control, BXL0124, CDDO-Im or the combination to MMTV-HER2/neu transgenic mice beginning at 3 months of age. The incidence of mammary tumor was markedly delayed by the treatment of BXL0124, CDDO-Im and the combination (Fig. 5.1A). The control group reached 50% tumor incidence at week 45 (Fig. 5.1A). BXL0124 and CDDO-Im treated group showed delayed development of tumors with 50% tumor incidence by week 51 and 53, respectively (Fig. 5.1A). The combination group did not reach 50% tumor incidence until the mice were sacrificed at week 56 (Fig. 5.1A). The tumor multiplicities (the average number of tumors per mouse within a group) were significantly lower in the animals treated with CDDO-Im (0.65) and the combination (0.53) as compared to the animals from control group (1.11) at the end of experiment (Fig. 5.1B). The average tumor burden was decreased by the treatment with BXL0124, CDDO-Im and the combination, while the reduction was statistically significant only in the CDDO-Im and the combination groups (Fig. 5.1C). The average bodyweight and serum calcium levels were not affected by compounds treatment in all groups (Fig. 5.1D and E).
5.3.2 Inhibition of the activation of the HER2/EGFR/Erk signaling pathway by BXL0124, CDDO-Im and the combination in mammary tumors of MMTV-HER2/neu transgenic mice.

The effects of BXL0124, CDDO-Im and the combination on the activation of HER2 and EGFR in MMTV-HER2/neu mammary tumors were investigated. Oral administration of BXL0124, CDDO-Im and the combination markedly decreased the protein levels of pHER2 without significantly affecting the total protein levels of HER2 in MMTV-HER2/neu mammary tumors (Fig. 5.2). The protein levels of pEGFR were also markedly decreased by BXL0124, CDDO-Im and the combination (Fig. 5.2). The protein levels of EGFR were decreased only in CDDO-Im and the combination treatment groups (Fig. 5.2). All three BXL0124, CDDO-Im and the combination treatment markedly decreased the protein levels of pErk1/2 and c-Myc (Fig. 5.2). The protein levels of pAkt were decreased only by the combination treatment, while BXL0124 and CDDO-Im treatments did not show significant changes of pAkt protein levels as compared to control group (Fig. 5.2).

5.3.3 Down-regulation of the downstream of the HER2 signaling pathway by BXL0124, CDDO-Im and the combination in mammary tumor of MMTV-HER2/neu transgenic mice.

The effects of BXL0124, CDDO-Im and the combination on HER receptors and their downstream pathway in HER2-overexpressing mammary tumor were investigated. The phosphorylation of HER2 at Tyr877 residue was markedly reduced by all three treatments, and the combination showed the strongest reduction (Fig. 5.3A). The phosphorylation of HER2 at Tyr1248, Tyr1221 and Tyr1222 residue was greatly repressed by CDDO-Im and the combination treatment, but the repression was less significant with BXL0124 treatment (Fig. 5.3A). The protein level of HER2 was not affected by all three treatments (Fig. 5.3A). The protein level of phosphorylated HER3 was decreased by CDDO-Im and the combination treatment, while the
protein level of HER3 was not affected (Fig. 5.3A). The protein levels of pJAK2 and pSrc were markedly decreased by all three treatments, showing most striking effect with the combination treatment (Fig. 5.3B). All three treatments did not have significant effect on the protein levels of JAK2 and Src (Fig. 5.3B). The protein levels of pMek1/2, pErk1/2, cyclin D1 and c-Myc were repressed by all three compound treatments, and BXL0124 and the combination treatment showed stronger repression than CDDO-Im treatment (Fig. 5.3B). The total protein level of Erk1/2 was not significantly changed by any compounds (Fig. 5.3B). The protein levels of VDR, PPARγ, RXRα and PCKα did not show noticeable changes by BXL0124, CDDO-Im and the combination (Fig. 5.3C). The downstream pathways of HER receptors regulated by BXL0124, CDDO-Im and their combination were shown as a schematic diagram (Fig. 5.4).

5.3.4 Repression of HER2 activation by BXL0124, CDDO-Im and the combination at the invading edge of mammary tumors of MMTV-HER2/neu transgenic mice.

The activation of HER2 predominantly occurs at the edge area of mammary tumor where tumor cells are invading into surrounding stromal cells (Fig. 5.5). BXL0124, CDDO-Im and the combination markedly decreased the activation of HER2 at the invading edge area of mammary tumors (Fig. 5.5).

5.3.5 The down-regulation of EGF mRNA by BXL0124 and HB-EGF mRNA by CDDO-Im and the combination in mammary tumors of MMTV-HER2/neu transgenic mice.

HER2 can be transactivated by other members of HER family receptors. Therefore, I investigated whether BXL0124, CDDO-Im and the combination regulate mRNA levels of ligands for EGFR and HER3, EGF, HB-EGF, neuregulin1 (Nrg1) and neuregulin2 (Nrg2) in mammary
tumors of MMTV-HER2/neu transgenic mice. The mammary tumors treated with BXL0124 showed significantly decreased mRNA level of EGF (Fig. 5.6). The mRNA level of HB-EGF was significantly lower in mammary tumors from CDDO-Im and the combination groups (Fig. 5.6). In the tumors from all groups, the mRNA expression level of Nrg1 was too low (data not shown). The treatment with BXL0124, CDDO-Im and the combination did not show significant effects on the mRNA levels of Nrg2 (Fig. 5.6).

5.4 Discussion

The MMTV-HER2/neu transgenic mouse model has been a valuable tool to understand the HER2-driven mammary tumorigenesis and investigate HER2 targeting therapeutics [394]. In MMTV-HER2/neu mammary tumors, the overexpression of other two HER family members, EGFR and HER3, has been reported, which also observed in HER2-positive human breast tumors [395,396]. HER2 can form heterodimer with EGFR or HER3 resulting in the activation of downstream signaling pathways such as MAPK and PI3K/Akt signaling pathway [397]. In human breast cancer cells, persistent transactivation of EGFR and HER2 induced activation of MAPK signaling and facilitated cancer cell invasion [398]. In this chapter, the comparison of individual tumors demonstrated strong correlation of protein levels among pHER2, pEGFR and pErk1/2, suggesting that tumors with high protein level of pHER2 also exhibited high protein levels of pEGFR and pErk1/2 (Fig. 5.2). This result indicates the persistent transactivation between HER2 and EGFR in MMTV-HER2/neu mammary tumors, and the Erk signaling pathway as the key downstream signaling regulated by transactivation of HER2 and EGFR.

c-Myc is a key transcriptional regulator of cell proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis, and its amplification has been frequently found in human breast cancer [399]. In HER2-overexpressing breast cancer cells, c-Myc was demonstrated as one of key effectors of HER2
signaling to sustain the HER2-driven cell proliferation [400]. Moreover, the strong correlation between c-Myc amplification and HER2 amplification was reported in human breast cancer [401]. Recent trastuzumab trial demonstrated that c-Myc alterations were associated with different clinical benefit with trastuzumab in patients with early stage HER2-positive breast cancer [402]. I found that c-Myc was highly expressed in MMTV-HER2/neu mammary tumors and identified c-Myc as the key signaling molecule to regulate further downstream effector molecules such as p21 and PCNA to inhibit cell proliferation (Fig 5.2 and Fig 5.3 A and B) supporting the association between c-Myc and HER2 signaling.

The stable expression of HER2 with activating mutation in non-invasive MCF10A mammary epithelial cells induced the invasive growth of MCF10A cells in 3D culture [403]. In addition, MCF10A cells infected with viral plasmid to overexpress wild-type HER2 induced invasive growth in 3D culture only with the treatment of EGF or neuregulin β-1 [404], suggesting the critical role of HER2 activation on the invasive potential of breast cancer. In this chapter, I showed the strong activation of the HER2 signaling in the invasive front edge area of MMTV-HER2/neu tumors (Fig. 5.5) where most abundant EGF secreted from surrounding stromal cells are available. Together with the evidence of previous in vivo studies [403,404], our data indicate that the ligand-dependent activation of HER2 signaling in MMTV-HER2/neu mammary tumors may increase the invasive potential of tumor cells, resulting in invading and expanding of tumors through surrounding microenvironment.

5.5 Conclusion

HER2 has been a critical target for breast cancer patients with HER2-positive tumors, and HER2-targeting therapies such as trastuzumab have been brought a huge impact on treating
HER2-positive breast cancer patients. With the complexity of inter-connected HER2 and other HER family receptors signaling pathways, drugs targeting multiple factors of the HER2 signaling pathway or the combination of drugs targeting different components of the HER2 signaling pathway might be promising therapeutics. In this chapter, I demonstrated BXL0124, CDDO-Im and the combination as potential therapeutics to target multiple components of the HER2 signaling pathway in HER2-overexpressing breast cancers.
Fig. 5.1 Inhibitory effects of BXL0124, CDDO-Im and the combination on the mammary tumorigenesis in MMTV-HER2/neu transgenic mice. MMTV-HER2/neu transgenic mice were orally administered with vehicle control (DMSO, n=19), BXL0124 (0.3 μg/kg body weight, n=19), CDDO-Im (3 μmole/kg body weight, n=20) and the combination of BXL0124 and CDDO-Im (n=19) 3 times a week, beginning 3 month of age. (A) The tumor incidence was checked every week. (B) The number of tumors within a group was determined every week. Dunnett’s multiple comparison tests were conducted to analyze statistical significance of each treatment group against control group. [† week 45-48: BXL0124, CDDO-Im and Combination (p<0.05), ‡ week 49-54: BXL0124 and CDDO-Im (p<0.05) / Combination (p<0.01), †† week 55-56: CDDO-Im and Combination (p<0.05)]. (C) Average tumor weight, (D) body weight and (E) serum calcium level of each group was determined at the end of experiment. Data are represented as mean ± S.E. Student t-tests were conducted to analyze statistical significance of each treatment group against control group (* p<0.05).
Fig. 5.2 Repression of the HER2 and EGFR signaling pathway by BXL0124, CDDO-Im and the combination on the mammary tumorigenesis in MMTV-HER2/neu transgenic mice. Six tumors from each group were analyzed as individual tumors (left panel). For the pooled sample representing each group, the six tumors from each group were combined (right panel). Protein levels of pHER2, HER2, pEGFR, EGFR, pErk1/2, c-Myc, pAkt were determined by Western blot analysis. β-Actin was used as loading control.
Fig. 5.3 Effects of BXL0124, CDDO-Im and the combination on the activation of HER receptors and downstream molecules in MMTV-HER2/neu mammary tumors. Six of individual tumors from each group were combined as pooled samples. (A) The regulation of HER2 and HER3 signaling by each compound was investigated by determining given protein levels with Western blot analysis. (B) The regulation of downstream signaling molecules of the HER signaling pathway by each compound was investigated by determining given protein levels with Western blot analysis. (C) The regulation of nuclear receptors and PKCα by each treatment was investigated by determining given protein levels with Western blot analysis. β-Actin was used as loading control.
Fig. 5.4 A schematic diagram of downstream signaling pathways of HER receptors regulated by BXL0124, CDDO-Im and the combination in mammary tumors of MMTV-HER2/neu transgenic mice.
**Fig. 5.5** Activation of HER2 at the invading edge of MMTV-HER2/neu mammary tumors and its repression by BXL0124, CDDO-Im and the combination. The protein expression levels of pHER2 (green) and HER2 (red) in HER2-overexpressing mammary tumors were determined by immunofluorescent staining. Nuclei were stained with TO-PRO-3 (blue).
Fig. 5.6 Effects of BXL0124, CDDO-Im and the combination on the mRNA levels of HER receptor ligands in MMTV-HER2/neu mammary tumors. The mRNA expression levels of HB-EGF, EGF and Nrg2 in individual MMTV-HER2/neu mammary tumors were determined by qPCR (six samples per group, left panel). The mRNA expression levels of HB-EGF, EGF and Nrg2 of individual tumors from each group were averaged to represent each group (right panel). Data are presented as mean ± S.E. (* p<0.05, ** p<0.01).
Conclusion

Breast cancer is a major health problem among women in the world. In this project, the synthetic derivatives of natural compounds, a Gemini vitamin D analog and a synthetic triterpenoid, were investigated as therapeutic agents for different subtypes of breast cancer. In the study of a novel Gemini vitamin D analog BXL0124, BXL0124 inhibited the growth of MCF10DCIS.com cells, which belong to the basal-like subtype, *in vitro* and *in vivo*. In addition, the protein level of CD44, a key marker of breast cancer stem cells, was significantly decreased in MCF10DCIS.com cells by treatment with BXL0124 *in vitro* and *in vivo*. In a further study to identify the biological function of CD44 repression by BXL0124 in MCF10DCIS.com cells, STAT3 was identified as a key downstream signaling molecule of CD44 and demonstrated that CD44-STAT3 signaling is critical for MCF10DCIS.com cell invasion. In the investigation of HER2-overexpressing breast cancer, BXL0124, a synthetic triterpenoid CDDO-Im as well as their combination were tested for the anti-cancer activity using MMTV-HER2/neu transgenic mice. BXL0124, CDDO-Im and their combination delayed the development of MMTV-HER2/neu mammary tumors. Moreover, the activation of the HER2/EGFR/MAPK signaling pathway in MMTV-HER2/neu mammary tumors was markedly repressed by BXL0124 or CDDO-Im as well as their combination with an additive inhibitory effect. Overall, our results demonstrate diverse effects of BXL0124 on inhibition of basal-like and HER2-positive breast cancer, and inhibitory effects on the tumorigenesis of HER2-positive breast cancer in combination with CDDO-Im.
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